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WRIT OF PR.OHIBITION A Very Busy Day,Only Nine Paid Up Paper On Thanks Noble Life Close
GR.ANTED IN EVITTS CASE
•
•
CONFERENCE AT SAGAMORE 'TONIGHT BOOKS FOR MUNICI- 
MRS. LOUISE SMITH PASSIO
• HILL CONCERNING PEACE PAL OFFICES WILL BE 
INTO EVERLASTING
JUDGE REED DECIDES THAT THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN HAS NEGOTIATIONS. 
CLOSED. 
SLEEP.
NO POWER TO IMPEACH AND REMOVE *JAILER EVettnn Baron Rosen and Secretary WilsonVIC President Roosevelt and
FROM OFFICE ON' THE KIN D OF CHARGES NOW LOD1:1,AGAINST HIM—POWER AND RIGHTS OF ALDREMEN IN IM-PEACHMENT CASES CLEARLY DEFINED—THE DECISION ' (--)y r Bay, July 31.--Confenencestogegfla today at Sagamore Hillcoticerni the pending Russo-Japan-itt peace ugotiations and the scan-ee
 le recent developed in the 'depart-which he has been elected:- Front men( of ag iculture at Washington.which it will .be seen the legiZe Preiedern Roosevelt entertained at.did provide for the manner of ' - luncheon Baron Rosen, who succeed-ing from office a city official, but ed Count Cassini as Rtosian andras-wholly faded to name or mention sador to the United States and who is rangements for the primary. Those
any cause, whatever, for which spch associated with M. Witte as envoy ofofficial might be removed. , the emperor of Russia to the peace 
who had paid in yesterday were:
For city judge—Juege D. L. San-
If left ter my own way of thinking, conference. His visit to the president ders and Lawyer George Duigiud.
I might be inclined to construe this today was for the purpose principallystatute to mean that the board of al- of make); arrangements for the form- For council—Young Taylor,. from
dermen could remove Evitts firm 'his 'al call on the president of M. Witte. Fourth ward, Ed Nance from Thirdwho will arrive in a day or two from. ward, Will Hummel from Fifth ward,
•
office for any reason it might deemsufficient, or which, in its judgment John G. Rehlropf from Second ward,
Europe.and discretion, might render him un- and Ernest Lackey from the Fourthward.
fit to further discharge the duties of
Confer on Matters.
IN FULL.
Judge W. M. Reed yesterday dere:L-ed the writ of prohibition proceedingplaced before him by the attorneysfor City Jailer Thomas Evitts in con-nection with the charges preferred
-*gains( him by Patrolman Semite/Beadle, before the aldermanic board.The judge in 'his opinion said thatthe aldermen' could not try the charg-es against Eves, because they didnot pertain to his official duties, but
matter's entirely out of that line. leas-ing his decision on this he granted anender to testrain the aldernunicboard front proceeding with thehearing until he finally takes up the
matter at the September term ofcourt, when the question of a perma-
All Kinds of Rumors Circulating, butFinal Entries Will Show How
the Fielielkands.
Today A large number of caedi-dates will lave to poet their moneyfor the corning municipal democraticprimary, as by last evening only nineaspirants had paid the r entrance feesto Mann W. Clark, the city democrat-ic committeeman, whe has been designated by that full body as the partyto receive the rnorwy and make ar-
For aldermare—Henry Orine and
his office; for, according to the letter
Dick Davis.be all powerful, and may remove, for It is claimed that a number oftickets are being made up on the quietand will be entered 'today with theconsmitteeman so the aspirants canget in on the election. 
--There is one councilman to beelectecl at the November election from theFirst ward, one from the Second, coe
M. Witte's Visit.It is expected that M. Witte's visitto the president will take place onThursday, two days in advance of the
nent injunction comes tsp. 
. any cause it, in its discretion, may formal reception of the Russian and
, The lawyers for the prosecution deem sufficient. But the court of ,Japanese envoys and their suites by
ar aersove conferring as to what step appeal! of Kentucky. in the eases of 1 the president on the yacht Mayflower.
they wit) take in the premises, and Todd, mayor of the city of Louisvine, On. Witte will be accompanied to Oys-
probabilities are an appeal will be 
'vs. Dunlap, etc., eV% Kentucky. page Mr Bay on that occasion by Ambas-
asked for, and the matter fought out 1 451. and in the case of Gibbs against sador Rosen.
in the higher court". i the board of aldermen of the city of Secretary Wilson, of the department
judge the j Louisviiie, construing a section of ot agriculture, was at luncheon as the
By the decision of the neclatter is deoppecLattogether for the ' the charter of a city of the first class
present. 
almost, if not quite, in the identiealete NI swinicka ii -a*-10"": - language of the section in gee— cease cities which I am called onMcCracken Circuit Court—Thomas construe, held that since the leEvitts plaintiff, vs. D. A. Yeiser, I.ature had failed to designate any
In thie caw I am called on to de-
, ferment whether the board of alder-men of the eety of Paducah havepower or jurisdiction as such to re-ennve the plaintiff. Evitts, from theoffice of jailer of said city. This is,purely a legal question and involves,first, the question as to whether theIr&Cracken Circuit court, or thefudge thereof in vacation, has pow-er to award a writ of prohibitionagainst the board of aldermen toprevent its trying and removing theplaintiff from said office: and, second,whether the fates stated by Evitts,in he petition, authorize the ilnual ofsaid emit.
The court of appeals of Kentucky.and the courts generally, 90 far as I
am advised, have need that a board
of aldermen of a city, acting in the
capacity of a quasi judicial tribunal.
or exercising bimited judicial pow-ers without jurisdiction, or when
about to exceed its jurisdiction, thatthe courts have a right to interfere* by writ of pr.-nineteen and preventthe eizencise of surer attempted juris-diction, or, in other words, to prevent
_______ _Mc_ Jezarcieer-isy as inferior -ti ibmwt'7.••• or ion Of Judicial power 'which he,Or „ eit not legally vested, and toIttevetit action in extent of the furis-dicti§ei conferred by law, but not to
regolete or cootrot the manner inwhictt a 'lawful jerintietion dean heexernieed Hence, if in this case, thehoard of aldermen have jurisdictionto tine the charges against Evitte.and temente him from office, then theTteksentecken Circuit centre or thejudge thereof, ban nn right or juris-diction to interfere in the matter,and is the law appears to be writtenthe actket of said hoard would befine] and conektsire. as no appealaceme to, be allowed from the actionof gelid board in trying and fewer-ing the plaintiff. So the real question,and to my minel a very difficult one.is. Do the charge, made against theplaintiff, and for which said hoard
'Reeky to try him, amount in law tolegel cootie for removal from office?Under the constitution of Ken-tucky, section t6o. the part applica-ble to Slil fast read, as follows'
"The general assembly gnat/ pre-
-scribe the qualifications of all officersof towns anti cities, the manner in,and the causes for which, they maybe removed from office." The legis-lature •wato given power to prescribethe manner in, and the causes for
which a city official may be removedfrom office, but notwithstanding suchpower is given to the legislature, sofar, it has only enacted the follow-ing provision on that subject, town:
"The executive, judicial and ministe-rial officers of a city, unless other-wise herein provided, shall be re- case the court of appeal,' approved,e movable from office by the board of the case of the commonwealth vs:aldermen, sitting as a court under Barry, and the later case of the coath or affirmation, upon charges monwealth vs. Chamber., and qpreferred by the mayor of any two ed from the latter rase, 'with ap , rsItli the representatives of marine
members of the board of .councilmen al, the following language: "It *lien pjtal corps..II,\
• "; no person Ito tried shall proper to separate the character 'en\ Vebe removed from office without the ,the man from time chanacter 'of blite .1,
1 
Prank in Bad Again.
concurrence of two-thirds of the aid- office, and that it (meaning the conk "nt, 
nut Councilman Young Tnylor, rise
es-men
-elect: and when a person has nf appeals) had no power to remove limier Potts, white, was arrested bovine's chatirpfeei, stated last even-
been removed from office, he shall he 
 by Certain Joe Wood on the charge ifsg that he knew nothing whatever
ineligible thereto.sfuring the time for (Continued on Second Page.) of being drunk. 
tf it. Tonight will show who runs
P :v
1
mayor, etc., defenants— Opinion causes for which a city official mig•htTn oore. Both of these cases are
d
of the court: be removed, that the common lain epder investigation by the departmentmust prevail, anti that the common or best ice.law supplied the defeat or failure of By direction of the president thethe legislature to designate causes inquiries will be made very thorough.for which a eity official could be re- and, if the facts disclosed should warmoved, and that the board of alder- rant it, prosecutions againet the of-men of said city had jurisdiction only fenders will be instituted by Attorneyto remove for common law causes, General Moody.town: for misfeasance, or malfeas-ance IN OFFICE, or that character 
Rigid Inquiry.of chant" that tender the officer Meantime, a rigid inquiry will be
UNFIT FOR THE POSITION, or, made into all bureaus of the depart-
as was said in the case of Gibbs vs. rnent of agriculture, it being the in-
the board of aldermen, above refer- tention of both the president and sec-
red tn. "FOR SUCH CAUSF. AS ientary to purge the report of any taint
UNFITS If IM FOR THE PLACE." 
corruption. Wee the general in-The language quoted above is iry the president is not interferirvgvery broad and compreheneive, and r t any way. Secretary Wilson is di-should be inclined to hold that eis recting it, and the president's corrfi-broad enough to mean any came detect in him is such that he is as-which the board of aldermen thought 
-mired the investigation will developsufficient to unfit the official few his tll the facts.place, or position; bet the court of Secretary Wilson has no presentappeals has all along time line restrict- idea of
1
resigning, and even if his res-ed canine for removal to the abase Of imiation were tendered it is probable'Mune of the duties of the office and the president would decline to acceptthe causes For which an official can is.be fernoved from office, MUST BE Another visitor to the presidentACTS OF THE OFFICIAL IN was John W. Riddle, of tele l_ketrict-RELATION TO TITE CONleelerVcre
 Jaf_Colutshis, 
-whaler leliiinhhe last wasOF 11143 CM-ME, and -sot to acts appointed reited "tates minister tothat may be merely personal to teen- Roumania and Servia. 
,.
self, (sr affecting his private life, ortee character as a citizen.
In the ease of the commonwealthvs. Barry, decided in illoR, in Theearly stages of the law in Kentucky.it was held by the court of appealsin construing a provision of our thenconstitution, which provided for the
removal of circuit clerks by the courtof appeals for a -breach of good be-havior," that said language couldonly he applied to, and must be re-stricted to misconduct in office, andetre court in that ease used the fol-lowing significant language: "To de-termine that this court could forevery misconduct in private life, com-mitted by a clerk, remove him a fromoffice, would be putting every clerkin the arbitrary power of the 'court, ing
 ceentinues, and hundreds. of gal-and might be exercised to the worst Ione of oil are being placed in gut-purposes.' tent and water receptacles. TheIn a much later case of the com-monwealth vs. WiHiams, decided bythe court of appeals, and reported in79th Kentucky, construing an act ofthe legislature to the effect thatttrunicennesie of certain named offic-ie.)", including county judges, while inthe discharge of their official duties.should be cketned misfeasance in of-fice, and fixing a penalty for a viola-tion ot the statute at removal fromoffice, the court held said act to beunconstitutional and not enforceable,
TO BE READ AT W. C. T. U.MEETING BY MRS. ANNA
FRIANT.
Strong Sermon by Rev. Newell onMethodist College Proposition
—Religious Points.
At the %V. C. T. U. meeting nextThursday afternoon at the lectureroom of °the First Baptist church,Mrs. Anna tenant will present a pa-per
 on "Give Thanks for What?"One very characteristic feature of%V. •C. T. U. work is a search for thetruth. The highest scientific auth-ority and the most reliable data tobe obtained 'have been the directinginfluences in every department of thework. Al4 persons interested in anyphase of temperance work are mostcordially invited to the meeting onThursday afternoon. "Come, let usreason together."
College Sermon.
Sunday mornirtg Rev. T. J. New-ell, of the Broadway Methdist church,&evened a strong and highly inter-esting sermon on the probability ofthis city • 'doing the Methodist col-lege to ' bilie out of the Sneedfume 11 card rit-- potent -tasonswhy time iii titutem 114. etetoucheit on the gtoe eeet 
-Quideffec• ere iti detae canvassed e.e sit-uati at length.
t of the president coming Oys twg
 from
from the Third, two from the Fourth, Le -alter/1°e" Cleck_thethe Fifth and one fromthee—e-enittren eirefinn eiincei•,e col-ay by invitation of the president Sixth. These places will have to be ,,' eeni.o.opotinon. will ro• again atfine ofeCharley Wh .er on the
filled on account of the expiration of
Vt./cuss the recerit development,
 ofsine cotton report leak scandal and of the two yearn' term of Councilman floor of the Frateen.ty buikting.Gellman, of the First, rehkopf, of orteneny fro' the correettee
List exploitation of nitro-culture whichthe resignation of Dr. Geo. the Second, and Gilson, of the Third, .4
 r'"t r'strniatr getfin' '••••Taylor. of 'the Fourth, Riglesberger. - the sites thee had ' ever.cf the Fifth, and Ingram, of Sixth. a' • ne *grim' toner ;Air):limIT-In the Forwth ward the second place reh,' 11r1rfig 3
 "P"' thathas to be filled because Louis Dilk, body.republican, who was elected the firstof this year for a two years' term,haviog resigned and John Agnewerliegen to fill the vacancy until nextregular election. Because RobertBroader:toe republican, who went inthe first of the year for two years, re-signed, from the Fifth. J. P. McCarthywas selected to fill the vacancy untilthe con-ring regular election. The 'ticcessora ehosehe to tie six 'eooneeittendwhose year term expires. go in tortwo more years' commencing Januaryr. 1906, white the successors to Me-Carthy and Agnew, who are filling out
Little Change
APPARENT IN THE CONDITIONOF YELLOW FEVER AT
NEW ORLEANS.
More New Cases Reported, Thoughthe People Are Hopeful of
Staying Decrease.
New Orleans, July 31.—Littlechange was apparent in the fever sit-uation here today. A number ofnew cases were unofficially reportedto the board of health. The cam-paign In the interest of cistern-screen-
large majority of new cases anddeathe continue to be in the old in-fected district below Canal street,only four of yesterday's twenty-sev-en caoes being above Canal street.The health authorities. while freelyadmitting the situation to be stiH se-rious, still believe. that the diseasecan be controlled, the opportunitiesfor new infection growing fewer asthe area of screened cisterns in-creases.
Adeices came to the board of
for the reason that the !egg
-stature terealth today that Ftapidee parish is
could not make an act on the partf,fffsinclined to admit into her midstof an official misfeasance in office persons; from New ttlerleans even if
Which. tinder the constitution. vhbeethey have spent fire required time innot misfeasance in office, and in that tthe detention camps. Similar reportsreeve from other points. Presidentbon of the State Board ofIth will take up the matter to-with the pencil androrities, anti
Lone Oak Revival.
Rev. T. J. Owen has gone out toLone Oak to hold a protracted meet-ing at West Kentucky college. Hehas just returned from Brownsville,Tenn., where he did great work inthe grand revival closing there withmuch success
'r
 No Evening Services.
During the warm August Sundaynights there will be no services atGrace Episcopal chorch except themorning worship.the resigned places, go in for that per-iod existing from the day followingthe Novernber election, and remainuntil the first of icon when membersrfthno
 aenfull two years will again be!
year 
ttehretri6aldoefrnDitanrikc 
Davis, 
the two WILL SUE OLD DIRE.nnnoten
ITADIIEKratie. Lucien Durrett expire the first 
TT i F. EQ U
of next year and Successors are to be 
LIFE
chcreen for two_years, __Arldarsiss.--A-. New York State's Attorney to De-was selected to fill the va- mand Accounting for Their Con-cancy caused when Charles Smith, duct and Funds.the butcher, resigned the first of thisyear. Mr. Greif's -uccessor goes in New York, July 3r.—State's Attar-for two years also. Alderman Henry ney General Mayer is elated' to haveOvine was selected the first of teoe completed his plane fee euing the oldto till 'the place made vacant by the directors of the Equitable Life Assur-resignation of Jeff J. Road who was ance Society, and papers will be filedelected for two years from the first at once, possibly today, in forty-nineof this year. Mr. Ornrre serves until cases. It is understood the complaintelection day and then his successor will demand that the defendants ac-Comes in to eerve out the remainder count to the state for their officialof Read's unexpired term, which lasts conduct, their management of theuntil the first of lean Aldermen Far- company. and the dtsposition made ofIcy, Starks and Bell are the republi- the charge; that all the directors becan members who the first of this year compelled to pay to the Equitablewent in for twenty-four months' wry- society any rnenveye which they ac-ice. The aldermen are selected at waked by connection with the societylarge over the city and not by wards. and moneys which under their man-In the school board Trustee C. W. agement were lost dr wasted, andMorrison's term of two years from that the moneys recovered in the suitethe Fir-t ward expires the last of this shall be credited to the policyholdersyear and his successor bag to be in equitable proportion.choeen. Trostee.B. T. Davis, of theSecond ward, goes out, he filling outthe unexpired portion of Dr. J. R.Coleman's tenure, the latter resigningthe first of this year. In the Third
ward Arch 'Sutherland goes out, hefilling out the term of Dr. Reddick,
who resigned the first of this year.ID the Fourth ward Dr. J. D. Bacongoes out, he having been named tofill until the November elsction theplace vacated when J. D. (nee resign
ed. Bacon's successor goes in right
after the election. to remain until IgoeIn the Sixth ward Captain Ed Feeleygoes on because he was selected sev-
eral months ago to take a vacant seat
amid remain only nntil the coming reg-
ular election. He took W. R. Jones'place when the latter quit. Mattison.of the Fifth, goes lone by limitation,
while Walston, of the Fourth, goes
out also, he having taken the place
of Levant-es Rice when the latter be-came disqutlified on moving out ofthe ward.
It le underrhood that today there
will he placed Oa the books a ticketcomposed of frie s of the town cow,
Must. Unload
or
anti who drops out of the races, butit is urrclerstoond that all but one
or two of the present officeholders
will be candideftee for re-election.
One well posted saloonkeeper stat-
ed last night that the town cow ques-tion was not the issue of this election
whatever, but that the "One ManPenner" would be the leading contro-
versy and a bitter battle waged. Inthis connection he continued that one
wholesale whisky house 61 this city
was 'trying to contriol the entire situ-
ation in this respect and approved the
veto power given the mayor to take
away !saloonkeepers' licenses when
selling is done on Sunday. The au-thority for this statement also saidthey did not intend to stand for this
and a warfare real and proper wouldbe started.
Those opposed to the "One ManPower," as they term it, are getting
out 'the ticket which consists of Wal-ter Pell, for council from the First
ward, Joe Flasch, from -the Second,George Walters from the Third, PeteSmith or Harry George from theFourth. As yet their candidate forthe Fifth and Sixth has not been de-
cided On but will be wetted today.
St. Clair Browning Died Yesterda,Afer a Two Weeks' Illness Wih
Appendices.
An attack of congestion caused dudeath at 9 o'clock Sunday evening ofMrs. Louise J. Smith, of 2021 WestJefferson Street, 
- She had not beenii very long, but the attack was asevere and fatal one.
Seventy-four years ago the deceasedwar, born in Berlin, Germany, andcame to this country with her pa entswhen only twelve years ofecated in Pittsburg him, Pa lettere thedeceased Waa marriedideellerThey then came to .his city a greatmany years ago to crake it their keenwhere they have lived ever siiiee. Poea long while the family resicknee hasbeen the little home beside the formerEd Noble place on West Jeffersonstreet.
Mrs. Smith was a woman of beauti-ful Chrietian character, being one ofthose loving and endearing creatureswhose very existence was a religiousstimulant for betterment of the worldand in whom everybody reposed riseereatest of esteem aod admiratent.She was a member of the First Pres-byterian church,
Four children survisee her, Mr. Robert ( Be retie)-Smitiie -the t h ;elan ofThis city, Mrs. Adcock, of out uponthe Loveteceville road, and two chil-dren in Pittsburg.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'dockthe funeral ,ervices were held at thefamily residence by Rev. W. E. Cave,and followed with interment at OakGrove cemetery.
Child Died.St. Clair Browning, aged 3 years,deed yesterday afternoon of appendici-tis after a two week's' illness at thefamily home. Ile was the child ofMr. S. G. Browning, the grocer ofEighth and Ohio streets. The funeralservices will lee conducted at 2 otetockthis afternoon by Rev. Cheek, of theFirst Baptist church, and be followedwith interment at Oak Grove ceme-tery.
BACK FROM SPRINGS.
Messrs Whitehead and RobertsonBack From Sojourn
Contractor CharletoReeteeeneenteeMir. 
- • •
"tCrOaeoes
where they have tiettn on a eeveral
from His?t Springs. Ark..
week'? sojourn. nearing their ab-sence thieves entered the restatwaltof Mr. Velhitebead on Broadway andsmashed the find cash register onfinding no money inside He expectsthe register factory man to conie herenext week and repair time register Amyet the police have not fathenned theidentity of the thief.
Booking Shows
MANAGER ROBERTS. OF THE
KENTUCKY, GOES TO
CHICAGO.
Mr. Charles Warren Will Finish the
Painting and Decorating This
Week.
Manager Thomas Roberts, of TheKentucky theater, leave,
 the last ofthis week for Chicago on a bookingtour for the playhouse. He expectsto get many good productions while
away, and numerous Southern dates
on account of the New Or-teams yellowfever scare and Mr neeterts believeshe will derive ativeneetne therefrom.
At present The l&ntticky books
show the playhouse opens for the sea-
men with tee men-eh-alma 'Lord Balti-
more" the night of August 25th. Thisis a medium ceimparin and as some ofthe leading one" wee cancelling their
opening dates down South on account
nf the ware the local manager will try
to procure some of them for openingfeatures here. He expects to he gone
about one week on the IDISSIN n
Mr. Charles Warren, the paint con-tractor, expectato complete by 'Thumday the work of redecorating, repaint-ing ami. getting the inside of The Kenlucky in first-clatin condition for the
corning season. termen have been
working on the I ior for several
weeks and it is being completely rent>toted and beautified.
Yesterday Manager Roberts bookedAdelaide Motion for April 3rd, she
coming out this year in a new pieta
entitled "Triumph of Betty."
deheel, in Belgium, is a tow% offools, imbeciles being sent Mere as
to an asylum, but instead of beingdeprived of their liberty, tkey are al-lowed to enjoy themselves like rea-
sonable beings,
•
of said section, the board seems to
. 111/a/aftsgammma Alt 1M •
Box Factory
FOR SOWELL MILL IS 
BEING
CONSIDERED YET BY
PROPRIETORS.
Dun's Mercantile Agency
Moves to New Quarters
Fraternity Building.
Today
in
Superintendent Mysore Burnet
t, of
the 'waterworks company, wh
o is in-
terested in the Sowell mill 
of Me-
chanicsburg, stated yesterd
ay that
they yet had up the pr
oposition to
install a box factory addition
 to their
plant, but that the basket
 factory
proposition had been drop
ped. They
loWere negotiating with Mr. 
Mlorris, of
the Mergenthaler company
, to ;tart
st- bastkiet factory at the S
owell plant,
but this was deemed inadvi
sable. As
yet the owners are working 
on their
box factory proposition.
Started Moving Today.
The local office for the R. G. 
Dun
mercantile agency will today 
begin
moving from their present 
quarters
on the third floor over 'the Ame
rican-
Garman National 'bank to the 
rooms
-formerly occupied on the 
ground
floor of the Fraternity buildi
ng by
tile People's Home Purchasing c
om-
pany.
r:
Working on Plant.
' -retary Coons of the Coname
r-
-`-n, stated yesterday that they
rising on another big plant to
lit here, and tbat although
r was cinched, still they
• ifford to give out either
the concern, nor where
-t located, as the own-
). - did not want any-
'heir intentions nn-
.y toorpleted their
•fs move 'here. Mr.
:t ik a big concern and
‘ohrable acquini-tion
•'‘e con- - interests of
 this
•Olinte- - •
, •
,KEEPER WHEELIS NOT OUT
TO PEST HOUSE SINCE
3RD ULT.
Dr. Pendley Is Issuing Health Cer-
-tificates to Many People Going
to Points Southward_
The health of the city is very good
8A regards the smallpox. as a case has
not existed here since the first of last
month. Keeper William Wbeelis, of
the erwarantine 4tationont behind Oak
Grove cemetery, stated yesterday
that he closed the pent house July 3rd
and has not had occasion to go there
since, ar the day before he dismissed
the last of the bunch of patients that
had been confined there for 'treatment
fcr this disease. In commenting tipon
the ,itonfpon the keeper stafed this
the hugest 'he had stayed away
 
the pest house in three years as
it happened That cases  de-vel op i n g
once in a wti;l? oaee him stay out
.there pretty-nearly all of his time.
Ct • in Shortly.
tilt j, 3 V. Hardy will come
re this wet% from St. I.ouis t
o re-
wain constantly and help get
 things
re.ady for their new buggy fac
tory at
Ninth and Harrison streets. 
He in-
tended coming lart month, 
but 'his
imilernient house that be :has 
'been
connected with prevailed on 
him to
. m.* longer with them, 
and he
stayed until the first of this 
month.
LaCenter Directors.
Tomorrow the board of d
irectors
for the town of LaCenter h
eld their
meeting at that little city do
wn on
the Cairo division of the 
Illinois
Central.
Writ of Prohibition
(Concluded From Page One,)
a clerk, for crimes committed
 by him
se. long as he discharged 
the duties
of his office." Add in 
the Wiliiants
case, the court says, ••no 
complaint
Is made that the appellee
did not faithfully, honestly.
 and ear-
nestly discharge the duties of 
his of-
fice, and further quoting fro
m the
sane opinion "There was, 
therefore,
no misconduct as an .officer 
on his
part, however reprehen-dc 
his con-
duct :is an individual may 
have
been."
Our present constitution, s
ection
227, which I understood to h
e practi-
cally declaratory of the comm
on law
on the subject of removal from of-
fice, provides. in substanc
e. that
county jailers, county judges, and a
number of other county 
officials,
"should be subject to indictmetit 
or
prosecution for malfeasance, or 
mis-
feas.ance IN OFFICE, or Willful
 neg-
lect in the discharge of offic
ial du-
ties," in such mode as may b
e pre-
scribed by law, and upon co
nviction,
the offices shall become vacant.
 This
provision of the conitittition is i
n line
and in accord with the commo
n law,
and the decisions of oar court o
f ap-
peals on the subject of removal from
office, but it has no bearing or f
orce Onr increase in bus
iness has corn-
on the questions here involved, 
fur- pelled us to have our 
store enlarged.
ther than it may throw light o
n the We will offer special 
prices during
question as to what is malfeasance 
or the months of August and
 September.
misfeasiance, or misconduct in Offi
ce, We quote a few specials:
for, as before stated, the legia
lature
now has fut. power to prescribe 
any
reason it may deem proper for 
the
removal of a city official. The t
erm
"misfeasance" 'has been well define
d
to be "the improper doing of an
 act
wfhich a person might law-frilly 
do,"
and inalfeaaance, "the doing 
of an
act which a person ought not ..t
o do
at all," and nonfeamnee. -Ohe 
omis-
sion of an act that a person mig
ht to
do;" so that misfeasance 
in office
would be the improper doing of
 an
act connected with his office, or
 in
-4!ffie dlig'ehatoe of' the duties. of
. his of-
fice which the official might !aw
fully
do, and malfeasance in office 
wouled
mean the doing of an act, as 
an offic-
ial..which the official ought not 
to do Engraving done free on each
 arti-
at all. 
de Respectfully,
It is conten4d by the counsel 
for
defendant board of aldermen th
at the
jailer of a city of the second class
can be removed 'from office to 
which
the people have elected 'him 
on a
charge of any kind preferred by the Tw
enty years experience.
mayor or two members of the 
board
of aldermen, such as drunk
enness, or
any violation of the law, or f
or any
vicious or immoral!' conduct eng
aged --
in by him, notwithstanding 'he
 may
have, and is constantly and fa
ithfolly TAKE
discharging all the duties of his 
of- Le
mon Chill Tonic
.
flee and without reference to w
hether
Confectionery Moving. 
the acts complained of in any 
way
James Vlaholeas is: movin
g his pertain to or relate to the
 discharge
confectionary and :cc cream 
parlor of the duties of his office. 
Aker all
from beside the Western U
nion Tel- careful a consideration 
of the law in
egraph office on knver Broa
dway, to tin, case as I am capabl
e of making,
the bin/ding formerly occupied 
by I have been unable to rea
ch such a
Joe Klein, the cigar man
, near conclusion, but my o
pinion is that
-Lairds street on Broadway.
 Yeah he board of akterme
n of the city of
Paducah have no power o
r juriadic-
tion to try or remove from 
office the
plaintiff for int-alleged 
violations of
the alleged misconduct of
tbectiornge,Lainntadetiff caoiriarTnlaristnehdimi:f in b.,thtoe
my mind, have no consitertenr wise*
ever with the management or dis-
charge of his ditties as jailer.
The people may and perhaps do,
often elect a man to office that they
subsequently wish they had not done.
A man's conduct or 'his habits may
No Smallpox 
t„, or may become, such as to render
hiitt odious', to the ptople electin
him; or, as a citizen, he may violate
the law, but I know of no power to
remove him for these reasons, so
long as he faithfully discharges th
e
duties of his office and, from that
standpoint is faithful to the trust
they may have confided to him.
The charges preferred against the
plaintiff in this case, if true, are of a
very serious nature, and the conduct
alleged against him, if true, is very
reprehensible, 'but, in my opinion,
they are charges that effect him as a
Citizen and not in his official capaci-
ty, and that he, like any other citi-
zen of the srmersonwealth, is amen-
able to ilk law for any violations
thereof, and may be tried and pun-
ished therefor, as any other citizen of
the commonwealth, but he must be
guilty of wank misconduct. or
something that effects his office, or
the dischar* of the duties of his of-
fice, before be can be removed, and
entertaining these views, a temporary
writ of prohibition, is awarded in this
case.
Illinois Ceitral R. R.
Niagara Falls—Azagust , 
4th, and
ttain No. 104 of August 
5th, round
trip $17.05, good returning 
for 12
days. Tickets will :be acc
epted from
Louisville only on morning 
train No.
16, B. & 0. S.-W, R. R. in
 connection
with C. H. & D. R. R. 
from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and 
Wabash
railroads.
Atlantic City--A1 train's of 
August
3rd, round trip $21.55 in co
nnection
with C. & 0. R. R. from 
Louisville,
and good on all trains o
f that line,
leaving Louisville August
 3rd, and
returning until August 14th
.
Atlantic City—All trains of 
August
loth, round trip $21.55 in conn
ection
with B. & 0. S.JW. R. R. f
rom Louis-
ville and on all train: 
leaving that
place August loth, good 
returning for
12 days,
Louisville, Ky.—July 30th and 
315t,
round trip $6.95,kgood returning
 until
August loth.
For further particulars apply
,
J. T. Donovan,' Agt. P
aducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, TA,. Un
ion depot.
ing beside *tItelefe'g+i 
on the build-
Ben Michael is corning 1177e441-yr;;K:
the next few day:, from Cairo to
open a trusin*Ct4 • t abl i merit
in. Mr. Michael will more 'Pack
to reside, while the building at C
airo
ssial be cieverpied-by- Sanaa Methad-
on's, who has sold his interest to 
his
brother in their store on South Sec-
ond street here, so he can move
 to
the Egyptian city.
Remodeling Sale.
Genuine Rogers teaspoons
,
grade, 75c a set.
Genuine Rogers tablespoons,
 43soo
grade, $1.50 a set, 7$c for 3.
Genuine Rogers knives and f
orks,
$4.00 grade, $2.75 a '$et.
Roger Bros. 1847 knives and f
orks,
$4.50 grade, $3.5o a set.
A solid gold watch, Elgin or 
Wal-
tham movement, $15.50.
A Seth Thomas inanteclock, 8
-day,
$4.00. -
A gold filled 20 year guarantee 
case,
Elgin or Waltham movement,-$8.25.
Many (.thcr bargain- the 
price
should make you see the goods.-
$1.50
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
J. A. Konetzka, Jeweler and Optic
lbn.
31! Broadyaw—Yellow Front.2
J. K. Hendrick, J. G. Malec
HENDRICK & MILLER
. LAWYERS
Rooms T, a and 3 Register 
Build-
ing, 533 1-2 Broaoway.
Practice in all the courts
 of the
state. Both phones i.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering
, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing
.
We store, pack and ship furn
iture cm
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS C
O.
515 to arg South Third St
G. C. DIUGU1D,
A TTORKE Y-Alr'L.i. W.
tog 1-2 North Fourth Street, 
Upstairs
Commercial and Co-operative
Business a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-La W.
Room ri and 14 Columbia BI'dg
.
Old Phone IOC-
For that Tired Feel-
ing, Loss- of Appetite,
Nervous Depres sion
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure•
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
611UN GRAY
-The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to ton Sou,th Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
'TI,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
t Homeopathist)
Office, 306 Broadway—Pi:one Ise,
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 49,
1./0 NOT WANT GERMAN KING.
Norway Would Reluctantly Become a
Republic First.
Nor-
from
Berlin, July 31.--Statements in the
English press to the effect that th
e
kaiser sought the czar's support for a
Hohenzollern candidate for the 
'ovegian throne are mistaken. Chris
-
pone statesmen say that Germany is
i the last country in the world to which
!Norway would turn for a king, be-
cause it fully realizes that the nelec-
leading Certificates. 
tion of a Hohenzollern would not only
Dr. J. W. Pendley, president of the 
Retail Merchants. bind Norway hand and 
foot to Get-
'board of health for the city, finds he 
many, but would inevitably provoke
is a man of considerable demand at 
The monthly meeting of the Re- complications in Engla
nd.
present, especially with the travelers 
tail Merchants' association will be If, neither a Swedish 
nor Danish
fferrg to different -places in the Sonth. 
held tomorrow night at the Coin- prince were available
, it is almost cer
The New Orleans -yellow fever scare 
merrill dub headquarters on South tam n that the Norwegians
 would foutid
'has caused neatly -all the Southern 
Fourth street. a republic and choose
 lifichelsen or
otks to iiitaranuirie against that place 
---
- Nansert a: its first president. _ The
ant pre-vent coming Mtn the respee Much C
hanged for the Worse, people woul
d abandon the monarchy
114••liQwnis refugees fkring from the 
with reluctance, because they are coo-
epOloo;• . Paducahans going Spoinh 
(Philadelphia Record.) sciotts that the 
only republic in
are Proem), certificates fr
om Presi- Blobbss-Buggins' wife says h
e is a Northern Europe would ri.cupy 
a lone.
dons peodic3 so as to be in a position 
model htisband, 
ly position and could npf rely on the
to esiarmigh t fact that they are Sl
obbs—Yes, and he tised to he whol
e
-hearted sympatlie of the set
from here anti . t
 New Orleans. in such a good fellow too.
 , rounding kingdoms.
 Resides, the es-
of the cities'
I tablishinent of a re iblic would
 re-
'SIC they reach a -1'Y
Where quafatwineg re maIntained
. Dreary Outlook for the Man. - 
quire sweeping cha es in the Nor-
and ererybridy eon; 
'led to prove
... 
(New Orleans Picayune.) csvtgian constitution
 and woold gen
frnm whence th -Ix' '  
Only-- -a man who has married an lei f
illy revolution ,7, he governmental
intellectual woman can appreciate the s
ystem. 
-
twen/Y certificafes thus Isfs° t° Psdu- 
monotony of having brains for break-
COMO.. 
2r /fast 365 days in the year. 
zoe a week for
:.. 4...! i ..., 
. .
Judge
,rh, pre ;dont cYhcattle. d about
I W. M. REED,
McCracken Circuit Court.
Resioli•
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Room. to, it and z a. 
Cohembi
Building. •
Paducah, -
J. C. Flournoy
Kentucky
Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Roams III and sill. Frate
rnity Ards
Will pi-act:v. ;n -warts of 
Ky.
sad
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREE
T
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to 10 IL in,
, I to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. in.
Office 2nd Floor Fraternity 
Building.
0. D. Schmidt-
Architect and Superintendent.
40z Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New 
Phone 31.
Paducah, Kentucky
.
11.T. River:s,M. D.
OFFICE zao NORTH FI
FTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 396 Office
 253
—When in Want of—
RUBBER ' TIRES REPAIR
ING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
mg Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.—Rooms sal and NM
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 357, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
.
Repair work and fencing a specialty
Phone tars.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
L. S. DuBois, Prem. H. C. Overbey
, Vice-Press. Wro Hugh
es, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The PaclucalrBanking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30
, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts
$203,070.84
Cash and exchange 
 
 
 
33,182.75
Furniture and Fixtures 
 
700.00
1,000 .00
$237,953.59
Bonds 
LIABILITIES.
Capital  
 
ioo,000.00
Deposits 
115,619.23
Rediscounts 
 
 
ra000.00
Tax account 
Surplus 
Undivided profits
ipoo.04
8,000 oo
834.36
$237.953 . 59
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John I. Bleich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, - - Padu
cah, Ky.
/ J h COULSON, 
1
-
...PLUMBING 
4.t1.. 1
f
i Steam and Dot Water Heating. t
1 Phone 131 51‘z Broadway.
i_H-++++++
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-.h, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $155,0
00
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PR
EL
N. W. VAN CULIN CAS
HIER
Transacts all regular banking
 business.. Solicits your deposits
. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time c
ertificate of deposits.. Safety b
oxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $zo per
 year as IO size. You carry your 
awe
key and no one but yourself
 has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open 
under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATER
ING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reason
able rates
Price Bros. Sc CO.;
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for 
Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 
2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. 
Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam
 Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - 
Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insuranc
e
Office 306 Broadway Phon
es: Office 385--Residence 1696
GO TO
HOTEL LA GOMARSINO
•
DEAL'S bOarncdheasntora 
FOR YOUR DINNI R.
35# EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
:30 UNTIL
Phone, 136-red. DINNER
 SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED
 5ce, 12:30 to 3,
4 .
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Old Vets Gather
BIG TIME WILL BE HAD UP AT
EDDYVILLE REUNION
TODAY.
Many People Already Asking for Per
mission to Subscribe to 'the
Monument Fund.
The outing today ul the James
Pierce camp of Confederate veterans
at Edeeyeillir promises to be one of
tie most pleasant and largely attend-
ed affairs given around there for
year*. Evsly old soldier in that sec-
tion of the country i a leiyal mem-
ber of the camp and they with limo
dreds of their friends and others will
share in the hospitality that character-
izes the good people 4)f Lyon county.
Arrangements have been made to roy-
ally entertain everybody, and many
will go up from here, including a
nienber not survivors of the Lost
Cause. General H. B. Lyon is in
practical charge of the affair as noth-
ing in the soldier line of West Ken-
tecky is complete without his beloved
pres MCC
Want to Subscribe.
MT. Joseph Ullman who conceived
the idea of agitating the question of
erecting a monument here to the 'mem
cry of Southern women, stated yester-
day that already hosts of people had
approached him expressing their de-
sire to contribute towards the fund
is. sums of front $5 op to as high as
$25.1 None of the subscriptions are
taken, however, as Mr. Ullman re-
- queeted those desiring to donste to
hold their money anti4 after the com-
ing meetiras of the James T. Walbert
camp at which time the proposition
will be laid before the Confederate
veterans; and committees selected to
get up the fund and prepare for the
roomiment which will go on the lawn
fronting the Carnegie library at
Ninth and Broadway.
The success of the movement is a
I 'revenue conclusion as nothing was
ever suggested that Mei with heartier
approval and stronger ssrpport, as a
monument m testimony of the loyalty
cf the women of the South.
SEDUCTION CASE.
Sam Barker Dismissed Yesterday in
the Police Court.
in dos- ontrt yesterday worn-
in Sam Barker, colored, wa, eisintss
ed. he being charged with seducing
?day Love Crutchfield. He married
the woman and proceeding, thereby
stopped.
A fine of Sao was imposed on Bob
Green for a breach of the peace,
nhile Dock Jackson was fined $eo for
a similar offense.
Until today was continued the
breach of the peeve charge against
Joe McClure.
The di•erderly conduct charge of
Fred MicCrow cost him $s, while the
seine character of charge cost Parish
Jones $ae.
Waiter Jefforde wa- fined Sao and
costs for a breach of the peace.
Charles Leverter was assessed $20
for using insulting language towards
a white man. He is a colored barber.
Tom Clark. Mrs Sweeney and
Torn Ross were all fined Sr each for
ben:iv ()runic
Until t• day was continued the ease
charging H. C. Blacknell with beat-
ing up a Fulton railroader.
Jamer. Bulger's case was continued
until today. he being charged with
whipping hie wife.
MANY NATIVES ARE KILLED.
Dutch Expedition Inflicts Serious Pun
ishment in Sunday Islands.
Anuiterdam. July se -The Dutch
expedition sent ageing jhe rebellious
native state of Boni, in the Island of
Cellebes, one---ss; the Sunday islands.
in the East Indies, inflicted a severe
punishment on the natives, 260 of
is horn were killed. The fortiflcation-
of Radjoeiva, •sne of the chief town.
se• re razed by the gime of the war-
shires.
STOCKHOLDDERS OF THE I. C.
Chicago, July sr —The Illinois Cen
tral Railroad company today issued a
notice to stockholders that the regu-
lar annual meeting of the company
will be held in Chicago, October tfl,
end that to permit personal attend-
ance of each adult holder of one or
rrore eliaree, a ticket will be issued.
enabling him or her to travel free
over the company's lime to Chicago
and return.
- — 
 
Good as to Odor and Taste.
(Milwaukee Sentinel.)
Garber—I am trying a new kind of
imported soap; don't you think the
odor is excellent?
Cg.stomer—Fine! The flavor is tenlnd
'too!
, Looked Like the Real Article.
(Brooklyn Lii'e.)
Did you ever see such an oseentati-
ons display of wealth?
Neverl One would think they were
really rich.
For perfection anti eadty smoke
Elk il•rearn toe cigar.
Not the Same Thing. ,
(Detroit Free Prece.)
s that man you intreduced \ me
‘44,. rth a million?
'e•--Ne's got it, that', all.
F
IN STRICT CONFIDENCE.'
Women Obtain Mrs. Pinkhanea
Advice and Kelp.
Very Low Rats
Announced, Via
She Has Guided Thousands to Health.- Extremely low rates are announc- Drug StoresSOUTHERN RAILWAYed via the Southern railway fromHow 1.7(the Plakhasee Vegetable COM* points on its lines for the followngpeas* Oar** Um ?red Soviet. special occasions:
Bacon's
satisfaction foe a
woman to feel that
she can write to
anothertellingher
the most private
and confidential
details about her
illness and know
that her letter vvill
Rbe seen by a wo- l!"" s'esummer h°°Isi Vanderbilt iblical
man only, a wo-
man full of sym-
pathy for her
sick sisters, and
above all, a woman who has had
more experience in treating female ills
than any living person.
Over one hundred thousand clime 01
female diseases come before Mrs. Pink.
ham every year, some personally,
others by mail, and this has been go- to the public. Tickets will be sold to
Lagoa for twenty years, day after day. these points from all stations on theSurely women are wise in seekin , Southern railway. Detailed :nforina-advice from a woman of such expert- tion can be had upon application toenoe, especially when it is absolutely I
any ticket agent of the Southern
• Athens. Ga.—Summer school, JuneIt is a great 27,—July 28 / 905 Itireadquarters for Spaulding baselsall
Knoseelle, Tenn.—Summer school, goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats •
June 20—July 28, 190s. etc, etc.
IvIonteagle, Tenn.—Monteas:e Bible
Training school!, July 3—Aug. is, 1905
Monteagle, Tenn.—Woman's con-
gress, Aug. 1-1e, 190e.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college,
free.
Mrs. Pinkham never violates the con-
fidence of women, and every testimo-
nial letter published is done so with
the written consent or request of the
writer, in order that other sick women
may be benefited as they have been.
Mrs. Fred Seydel, of 41$ North 54th
Street, West Philadelphia, Pa., writes:
Dear Mn,
'Overdvice, as I had fusels Go sad couldukha
&year ago I wrote you &letter 
sem' a child to maturity. I reosived your
kind letter of instructions and to/lowed your
advice. I iun not only & well women in cow
saguenos, but here a beautiful baby girl. I
wish every suffering woman in the land would
write you for advice, as you have does so
much for mil."
Just as surely as Mrs. tileydel was
eared. will Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound cure every
woman suffering from any form of
female ills.
No other medicine in all the world
has such a record of cures of female
troubles as has Lydia E. Pink ham's
Vegetable Compound. Therefore no
nt women will accept any substi-
tuteraewhich a druggist may offer.
If you are sick, write Mrs Pinkbam,
Lynn, Mass, for special advice. it is
free and always helpfuL
Lite Insurance
PADUCAHANS AND OUTSIDERS
INCORPORATE NEW AS-
SESSMENT CONCERN.
Mr. Noble J. Dilday Resigned Place
of Manager for Indiana for the
Equitable Company.
Yesterday in the county clerk's of-
fice here there was filed articles of
incorporeation for the "Southern Life-
iCausalty Insurance company," which
1
is an assessment concern without cap
italization or in the nature of a stock
coMparey.
The incorporators are lawyer J. C.
Speight. of Mayfield, Councilman
George 0. hleftroom and Samuel T.
Hubbard. of Paducah. and R. E. Bay-
les, of Bandana. The latter has been
connected with the Equitable Life In-
surance company of New York, but
resigned to hdp organize this new
insatution. Mr. Hubbard is the well
known terbacco warehouse man of
this city, while Mr. MaiBroom is the
representative for another large M-
inerva rice company.
The officers for the company will be
elected right away and business start-
ed off. Mr. Speight being president:
Councitman McIRroom pecretary, and
Samuel T. Hubbard treasurer. Mr.
Mclirocm will have charge of the
headquarters office here while Mr.
Bayles will he general manager of
the agents being appointed over the
country to represent the concern.
The policy holders of the company
pay assessments, and Seto° is the
limit of indemnity procurable. Under
this the insurer new Sep° if he dies' or
is killed, while if he meets with acci-
dent he i: paid a weekly allowance
until $500 is used up. To the dying
man $100 additional is allowed for
funeral expenses.
Dilday Quits Equitable.
Dispatches fmm Indianapolis; Ind ,
stale that Noble J. Dilday has re-
signed his position as manager for
the state of Indiana for the Equitable
Life Assurance Society. In resign-
ing Mr. Derby states it is recasioned•by declining business since the investi-
gation. and also from the fact that
Second Vice President Tam-bell does
not like him. Mr. Miley for-nicely
lived here in Paducah and was pro-
prietor of The Standard, the morning
newspaper consolidated' with The Register after the latter was started. Itis not known what will be done by
Mr. Dilday, who left here in Ike and
went to Louisville, where he was
marrager of the Equitable for a long
while.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
a' we do the work.
Warren & Son, tra North Sixth
Ph one SitAT-
--- 
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street.
to •
1 At the head oftheILM MC alit the class, Elkrerrs
institute, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxikird, Miss—Summer school!,
University of Mississipei, June Li—
Aug. 9, 1905.
Richmond, V a . rme r s' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—SurameT school
for teachers, June i6—July 28, Kos.
Rates for the above occasion open
railway or agents of connecting Fries
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H HUNGERFORD, D. P. Pe,
Loteisvige, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Lewis, Mo.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART.
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room 'Motel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE- et.,
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD TZT
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL it
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Ste. phone 237,& Clay Sta.. phone 38.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Than B. McGregory,
Benion, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Padecah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114., Old Phone 303.
4).
k`•*444%
OUR
PITTSBURG
COAL
Is the, cheapest on the
market. We also have
,1-1/4 the best Kentucky. Coat 14-,
in Paducah. Get our pri-
ces before placing your
... order....
Pittsburg Coal Co.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works 4+,
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C. ..4..
Rose, 329 South Third street. I have tr
the nicest line of samples for tints 4.14.44.44.4.444414.
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms s and 6 Register Building.
533 1-2 Brodway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone ego.
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Len.
•
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4, Columbia building.
Phone met Red.
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst
aos South Third Street
Residence over store
Both Phones no 
—Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
iso North Fifth. Both Phones asj.
Residence net Par. Old phoebe des
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; t to 3 p. m.: 7 tO g p.
- - _
A. S. DABNEY.
--DEN 1'
 IS 11—
Truebezrr B"'ft-ig,
.41,41*+4+4+44
The Mo6t Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City._
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON.
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. 0
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. L
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LIN
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTH
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS. SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS No, 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO. r
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. a, THIRD AND MONROE.
WE HAVE THE mosr com-
UR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
ET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
DE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
E OF HARNESS, SADDLreS, BRI-
NG IN HORSE AND MULE
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
tADUCAH REAL ESTP'rs... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. FAS,
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR sr.
"C.D6 Q W. W3ITTEN100.0:.. eikAt.m..i.h.
 I
HEATING
Not Water = - Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or borne so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
ty. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
Ust 4n/
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has 1175,0es
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms: also three Wm.
Houses for rent.
Telephone, old, r665.
Henry Mammen, yr., the reliabl*
book manufacturer, Blank Books.
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library, work a specialty.
Subscribe For The Register.
Steamboats i
•
Excursions
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and beat
excursion out of Paeucah
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, condors
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. tn.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frisk L.
Brcitn, -ent.
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
OtoVeb ar2d
FLirtrzitUrte.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court st Old phone tete
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. ecioils Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
Or.
THE REGISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERTS. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice al Padu-
teh, Ky, as second-class mail matter.
Terns to Subscribers.
he Year  $5.00
Months  2.50
7 • • Month*  1.25
c • " eek  TO
neoise failing to receive this paper
theuld report the matter to
Teo-. r office at once.
cot Ciehi 
Tele-
ihiend 318.
-
ANN. 0.•
Tuesday eferning,1 Aug. 1, Iwo
A Political Pointer.
There is a spirit of anxiety in po-
litical circles and well may there be,
for the manifestations of displeasure
on the part of many of the citizens
are too significant to be ignored. The
day is past in Paducah when the pro-
pis are to be governed by party lines.
Men who pay taxes, and therefore
have a substantial interest in the city
are fist losing sight of a candidate's
_politics, and take a calm and bosiness
view of the eituation and vote accord-
ingly, and especially where no party
question whatever is involved. The
tax payer just like the politician--
he votes for his own pereonal inter-
ests, and if the Democrats expect to
'put top any icirid.oif men to fill the
officergiiiitABIlielseill be defeated.
It has been demonorated that norni-
natiOns may he manipulated to suit
certain people an'd then the peopk
administer a defeat. The Register is
not in politics and has no interest
'whatever in the aspirations of any
candidate, therefore if any ticket pot
• ont suite us we will be for it, but if
it does Mit stilt 11,41 we wit! have ITO
hesitancy in eahine an: that is, if we
want to. Men who have hem in
public office incise 013114 noon their
public recorie and /)41 matter how
well he may he liked for his personal
traits, when he runs for ndice it is
Iii, official character that is pat to
the test, mad d the record. show that
• ••
he his beta radial to any ',pond in-
terests;iliesitist oisc o( the people at
,
largeisre 'should he aefeated aad witl
be defeated if the . marriblings DOW/ to
be heard mein anything. Lis the pol-
iticians and 'special in'ter'ecte do their.
clamor as loud for Japanese 
terms
for peace as they are now talking a
s
to what they won't accept in the way
oi terms.
Kalamazoo, Mich., is in danger of
becoming the haven of tramps. A
kindly disposed lady resident of the
place died recently Nutt left $ro,000
with which to buy meals for, all ho-
boes who might come that way hun-
gry. The good woman meant well,
but the residents of Kalamazoo have
their doubts as to the wisdom of her
generosity.
The South C-arolina dispensary sys-
tem has about proven a failure. It
has certainly been a disgrace to the
state and whether a failure or not
should be wiped from the statutes of
the state.
Getting Better
MR. THOMAS BAKER SOME-
WHAT BETTER YES-
TERDAY.
Mrs. E. H. Cunningham Remains at
Death's Door—Miss May Grouse
Taken Home.
Mr. Thomas A. Baker, the banker,
as much improved yesterday and the
doctors are very hopeful of his condi-
tion. Dr. J. A. Gardner, of Gardner
Station, Tenn., 'has arrived to attend
the ailing gentleman's bedside, being
his brother-in-law,' while his sister-in--
law, Mrs. Lizzie Sheppard, of St.
Louis, is here, as is Mr. Alex Lacy
from New York, and Mr. Cecil Lacy
from Virginia.
No Change in Condition.
This morning at 2 o'clock the con-
dition of Rev. E. ,H. Cunningham's
wife remained he about the same un-
usually critical gate. For a while
yesterday afternoon, it was thought
she was dying, but she seems to leave
rallied a little early this morning.
Taken to Country Home.
Miss May Grouse was taken
en to her home out near bone Oak,
and is getting over her shock and in-
juries sustained when thrown from
her buggy at Sixth and Madison street
last Saturday. She has been since the
mishap at the home of 'her aunt, Mrs.
Arthur Baleley, on Fourth near Mad-
ison street.
Young Man Out.
Mr. bonnie Eohlert, ethei..haa berth
suffering from an attack of fever., Was
able to be at the grocery store on
Sough Second street yesterday. He
was in a private ward at Riverside
hospital while
Has Blood Poisoning.
Mrs. Craig, of Epperson, is in a
dangerous condition with blood poi-
soning as a result of sticking her fin-
ger with a fish bone last Friday.
A Fine Banner
THE LEATHERWORKERS SE-
LECT A COMMITTEE TO
BUY ONE.
Mr. Sanders, of the Ship Caulkers,
Will Be Assistant Grand Mar-
shal Instead of Mr. Gibson.
Family Quarrels
MESSRS M'GUIRE AND CROSS
TOOK OUT WARRANTS
YESTERDAY.
Rosa Skelton, Negress, Tried to See
How Much of Wade's Clothing
She Could Strip.
The side fence differences between
the McGuire and Cross families of
West Harrison street have brought
their troubles into the police court,
where they iill he aired this morn-
ing by Judge Sanders, warrants hay-
ing been procured yesterday and
served.
Mr. Cross is bookkeeper kr the
Sherrill-Russell Lumber company.
and lives next to the -home of Mr, R
H. McGuire, the former postmaster
of Smithland, who resides at 1638 Hkr
rison street, and was the recent school
census taker. Yesterday Mr. Cross
got a warrant against, McGuire, his
wife and two children, Elsie and Mil-
ton, while in turn Cross was arrested
at the instance of the others. Cross
claims the McGuire children threw
bricks at his: house, and also got up
on the dividing fence between the
homes and tantalized his wife. while
Mr. McGuire and wife are charged
with a breach of the peace,
,Mr. :McGuire claims that Cross turn
ed the hose on his two children and
gave them a good wetting.
Additional Warrants.
Two more warrants were yesterday
gotten out against Will McCellanti,
the 14-year'-old cokired boy convicted
last week of carrying concealed wea-
pons, a revolver having beta found' in
his pocket which he stole from the
room of the Morton negress in the
yard to the rear of Mrs. Emma Reh-
kopf's residence at Fifth and Madison
streets. These additionol charges ,re
lodged by Hattie Hord and Frances
Long, both colored. The former
claims the boy stole fentillgold rings
from her room i the ha* behind he
lEtioswell home on Ntwth Fifth near
Madison street, while the Long wom-
an contends the lad :tole $18 from her
room. It was while fleeing from the
Hord woman's house that NfcClellarid
was captured one evening last week.
He is new serving his time for the
concealed weapon charge.
The Leatherworkers' union intends
to have the finest banner poorible in
the grand parade Labor Day the first
Monday in September, and to see
about getting the best procurable the
body has selected a committee of R.
M. Myhre, Pete Smith, Charlas
Block and Jack Carter. They will or-
der the banner about Thursday and
instruct the supply house to furnish
them with one that canrils. be excelled
regardless of oast. The leatherwork-
ers union ie one of the largest, if not
the largest, in the city and they in-
tend to make the best s'how'ing in the
line of march. Others are preparing
to order 'handsome banners and flags
and quite a deal of friendly rivalry
Will exist in this particular respect.
Sunday afternoon. at the meeting of
the executive committee in charge of
'the' Labor Day festivities, Mr Son-
dem, of the Ship Caulkers' union, was
selected aisietant • grand • marsitrae of
work and thee the great common ,the parade in place of Mr. 
Gibson, of
Ifhe Clerks, who could not serve.
pe,nike will take a hand in the game,1 Mr. Sanders was triers placed in
charge of the raffling to be made of
Gov. Douglas, of Massachusetts, is-- la ttrite of furniture,
too timid to be in office. He .is
credited with saying that he :won*
not stand for re-election for fear of
pat him in position for nemination
for president and that was an honor
he did not care to base thrust upon
hint Thir4 are thote who doubt the
sincerlii of the statement made by
Mr. Pongees, but there are more who
are willing hui accept 41/11, for all lie
,
. •
112 rs. •
While the mesians talk much
what hind of ce settlement they
won't make with pan the soldiers of
the latter sitottly dirtieto to theme
the soldiers of the thornier as fast as
they can get to thelli.\, The Russians
may yet be snore than' willing to
An addition to the execteive cam-
rrvittee was made Mr. R. M Myles,
of the Leatherworkers' union
To a committee was referred the
being Snetesiffil arid liter T/Ite wester* -6-vitotitty.r.rbpap ream {time
the railroad* and steamboat lines for
the excimeions to be 'brought here
Eneineer Visiting Here.
Engineer Thomas Finkey,. of the
Gulf and Ship Island railroad, is here
for a 'chit while recovering froth the
effects of a painful injury received by
his engine overturning and e-etching
of h
is hand. His wife has gone to Cen-
tral City to visit.
.The Limit of Significance
(Washington Life.)
Say. father, what is a "nobody?"
A robrely is a preininerit"4ornan's
husband soc a Week for TM l
tsgistar.
Made Stripped.
Last evening Arch Wade. colored,
was in his room to the rear of th
Reddick home on South Seventh
street, when his sweetheart, Roa
Skettan, came there (honk and start-
ed in for the other with the result
that she actually tore Wade'. Alava
from his back and nearly. stripped
him of the balance of his clothing.
She was locked up by Officers Potter
and Gourieire, who found her after-
wards stark naked in her room be-
hind John Dipple's house on South
Sixth street. Her cursing,, could, he
heard all over that block, and cheated
considerable excitement.
Fatal Bill of Lading.
Fal Hamilton, cobored, was arreat-
ed Sunday apd locked up on suspic-
ion of being a theif. Officers Mc-
Cune and Ore arrested him for not
being able to give a straight account
of hi,, presence here, and when tie
was searched there was found on him
a bill of lading, showing he had chip 
poi 2 so feet of iron pipe and much
brass, etc., from Fulton. Wingo ad
different points, to "Wiens & Com-
pany" of this city. On being asked
who Wells and company were be,
said he did not know. The officers
believe he stole the metal at those
towns and shipped it to himself here
where he would it. Chief Col-
lins has instructed the freight agent
for the I. C. to open the boxes
when they come here and see what
is in them.
Girls Satisfied at Home.
Chief IMMO, Collins. of the police
force, yesterday receihed a letter
from Resent Ladd who was cent frosts
this city to the Home of the Good
Shepherd at Louisville. The little
girl said she and all the others were
very happy in their new quarters
and lives and were doing finely. She
spoke highly of the treatment accord-
ed her and the other little unfortu-
nates by the kind women in charge
of the noble institution, where girls
are taken. raised'and educsted, and
etartiil off thetth in life for 'a-Tw-
ee *eel.
C f, Collins
the tie child
of .sitterati
is ng. kiecte
agile° Ordered Held.
Thehkambert. Miss • authorities
have wired Chief Collins to hold
"fabbo" eSersiele,---the ottegimeoemoit,ed
there for the alleged murder of an-
other negrn during a crap game.
Smith was caught here Saturday and
will be sent after by the Inintrett
authorities.
'Luther Gray, colored, of Foueteenth
and Washington, reported Sunday to
the police that Saturday otght he
slept at Lige McReynolV house,
and on awakening foiled/hit $4,75
none. Nothing has bee done.
Purse Lost
Mh-e. W. 13 Otianiri n. of Pinck-
neyville. Ky.. yesteedayi reported she
had lost ,her vtild wateh, purse an
d
$6 while on a Third street' car.
gentling
who ire i serving
nd fin* miich good
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and:welltstocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mam
niaE
stock recognized as one of the flnese:i—n th-e—stit—e.1,It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery,:Tinware, \Voodenware, Gran::
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason :roOTEWireIgiars;- Buil
ders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods;equailiTthiit ridbfthe
-
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money
.
Dont buy before calling and Seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
Controversy Over
SCHOOL BUILDING COMMIT-
TEE SANCTIONS SUPT.
HOYER'S ORDER.
Contractor and Building Superintend-
ent Have Prepared Things So
Roof Can be Put On.
Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock a
special meeting of the building cons-
trittee for the board of education was
held at the new MIcKinky building
being constructed in Mechanicsburg,
to take the place of the old shacks
when school starts next Septeniber.
The cominroittee held the session for
the purpose of settling the differences
existing between Contractor B. T.
Davis, who is putting up the structure
and Fred Hoyer, superintendent of
buildings for the school board. The
latter has supreme charge of all
Ming, repairs, etc., done for the
public schools, being employed for
that purpose by the board of educa-
tion. At a result of the meeting yes-
terday the committee decided that
Superintendent Hoye, was in the
right altogether in ordering Contract-
or Davis to take from tire McKinley
building 25 rotten joists that had
been pet into the structure.
One day last week while Mr. }Toy-
er was going over the new building
to see that everything was all right
,
came kooss about twerty-five
joists that had been trimmed up by
the carpenters, placed in position
and fastened on the structure. He
stnck his knife into them and found
they were pretty rotten, this result-
ing in his ordering the removal of
the entire nirmber, to be tobstituted
by new joists. Mr. Davis objected to
this and laid the matter before the
school board last Friday night, claim-
ing that the joists were good, but
that if they were had Suiperintend-
ent Hoyer eionild not wait until the
carpenters trimmed up the timbers
and put them in position before de-
ciding that they cannot be used, be-
cause %%hen the joists are once trim-
med with the adze, the mill will not
take them back and the contractor is
tura omit the amount the material cost
if it is rejected. `The entire school
hoard ordered the building cominvit-
tee to meet yesterday at the MeKin-
hey and decide which was
right in the controversy. After go-
ing over the place the committee de-
rided the joists were not good enough
V) be reed and sanctioned what Mr.
,ajoyer had done in ordering .their re-
TWON/11,Val. n the joist question wa 4
brought up Contractor Davis in-
form!d the school board that the
plans for the McKinley building, as
drawn by M. foyer, called for the
roof in such a manner that 'it could
not be poesibiy built, and the plans
and specifications strictly aeffieredi to.
The hoard authorized the committee
to take this up yesterday also, but
there was nothing to do in this. re-
spect when the body assembied as
the contractor and superintendent
reported they had made charolib and
arrangements so that the 
r  
,werld
he gotten on all right. ,
The boilding is now alimit red"
for the roof, and will be entirely
completed in plenty of time for them
next school teem which commences
the second Monday of next month.
fility be Crazy.
I
The authorities believe that Parish'
Jones is, not too sound mentally, sod
have metered him held for investiga-
tion in this respect. He lives in
Dogtown and Sunday committed a
nuisance at a neightboring house,
and was fined $25 for same yesterday
by Judge Sanders. 'He acts peculiar
end his sanity will be thoroughly in-
, .
<lowed into.
—
,:hitobert Rnwhito of Bowling Green
west to Louisville to visit his parents
and disappeared at the depot.
BASE BALL
TODAY
PADUCAH VS PRINCETON.
Admission—General, ac; Gra nd Stand, 35c; Bo
x seats, floc.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagal's
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
 •
Convention Today' Should the 
Bribe Givers Escorts Pub-
lic Condemnation.
ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE
COUNTY SUNDAY-SCHOOLS
TODAY AND TOMORROW.
Prof. Fox Delivers Entertaining Lec-
ture While Children Furnish
Special Features.
This evening at the First Christian
church there will be held the annual
Sunday school convention for this
county, during which gathering the
assembly wilt be presided over by
Rev. William Bourquin of the Evan-
gelical church, who is president of
die organization. Representatives
Isla be here from all the congrega-
tion in the city and county, while 
Vt'e do not undertake to say that
some workers from the outside will 
any bribe was either givett or taken in
participate. State Secretary E. A. 
the back tax snits which have lately
Fox is expected today to deliver an
interesting talk on the Holy Land.
During the convention special mus-
ic and singing will be had, especially
with the children who met Sunday
afternoon at that church and outlined
their part of the work and took rip
their rehearsal.
The programme for the two days'
session is as follows:
Tuesday Evening, August 1.
7:30—Song service.
7:45—Devotional--Rev. W. E. Cave.
fhoo--Greeting by President of the
County Association—Rev. W. E.
Bourqnin.
13:15—Weicome in Behalf of the
Churches—Rev. W. H. Pinkerton.
8:2o—Wielcome on Behalf of the
County—Supt. J. S. Ragsdale. To withhold taxes doe h in
 titbit'',
&aro—Welcome on Behalf of the to muc
h stealing from the public
City—W. A. Berry. tr
easury as it is tn Jake milt of the
8:40— Stereopticon Lecture — "In treaso
cy taxes already paid in. To
and Around the Holy Land."—Mr. cmrteh
t a public official by bribes de-
E. A. Fox, General Secretary of Ken- to
uches the efficiel, degrades the bri-
ber and wrongs the state. It is at
three -fold crime. The man grainy of
it is traitorous to free institutioas, for
grafting and jobbery threatem the per
manency of such inetitutic,ne.
Public thought is arnused to the
evil and danger of grafting and we
hear mach just condemnation of col-
riipt politicians. But the business in-
terests which do the a-erupting work
seem able to keep on the cencea/ing
cloak of pretended respectability. It
is, nevertheless, a fact that politicians
become corrupt at .the eoiote -taker,
'political action, "toutgit business in-
terest. This is because business men
are prone to think it smart and safe,
it not legitimate, fot them to bribe
politicians and ,pubfic pbcials wli-ir-
ever their Inatess irstifMlts may ;ie
benefitted at the eghense of the plth-
lic welfare.
To remedy thh state of aff•he nub-
lie opinion Must pull the cica': •if re-
spectsbilhy from the 414esilders of the
bribe-givers. Bribe-giving is corrupt,
criminal, disgraceful and dishonorable.
\Vihen, a bribe-giver is-, fvit* tiot he,
shoulia be eat in the iteitikskif otibiel
scorn alongside of the miserable crea-
ture whom he has orsreirpted.
- The intimation , wifthh It ' 1 pees7z
g aiven by the tewepapers r ilut
state administration will 
protet
-from
eritnirtal prosseution all who may
eome forArdtSvith evidence that they
have bribed ahditor's agents in back
tax suits iris be tho,„Iralt nec e atAri tio
secure needed evideriff; but i •oeld
he a grodiellititelle.
bribe-give% •to *Olio •hai• crjutiea md
thus tear* thtni thilt%ter iff.. a hrlbe
t is as hateful in the eyes r,f the law asto receive one, .
tucky State Sunday School associa-
tion.
cent — Prayer and Benediction--.
Rev. B. W. Bees,
Wednesday Morning.
'Motto: ' "Better schools."
9:00—Devotional Services—Rev. T.
J. Newell.
ert5—Roll call of superintendents of
county and city, all ro respond with
a brief 'report of their school.
945—"Need of Enthusiastic Work-
ers in Sunday School"—Mrs. C C.
Neeilharn.
moo—Some Essential Points in
Sunday School Work—Rev. John S.
diet k
lotto—ROund table, :conducted by
Rev. T. C. riebaner, 'Field Worker of
Kestockylunday 'er-hool association.
II :to—Prayer and' B ened iction—
Rev.. P. •H.
Wednesday Afternoon.
Motto: "The Importance of Sun-
day School Work."
1 :to—Devotional.
:45—Bosiness.
2:00--Importance of Each Sunday
School—Rev. D. C. Wrgibt.
2 :3o—I Import ante of Organized
Whelo--Mr. E. A. Fox.
t, 3:co—Grand Rally of Sunday
School Children.
3:10—Chorus of Children.
rate—Priniary Work, presented by
Mrs. H. C. Overby.
4'00—Duet--Mildred and Lucyette
Soule and chorus.
4:15--Addreet to Chit l+y Rev.
T. C. Gamier, state we he-
5:00—Prayer and Ilene eictIon—
Rev. W. W. Armstrong.
(Lexington Herald.)
In a recent editorial the Herald ex
pressed an opinion that the tax-dodger
who bribes is as guilty as the official
who yields to the bribe. The bribe-
taker is always a wesk and unworthy
creature who is fairly entitled to all
the condemnation and coitempt which
comes his way when he it foetid out.
Trusted with a plibtic place, he proves
too weak and selfish and criminal to
protect his trust. It is not heceinary
fir our present purpose to spript pre.
But we think something should be
said to arouse public sen -srnent to the
distinctly criminal and aggressively
wicked quality of the bribe giver's of-
fense.
Subscribe for the Register.
been under public discussion. We pre-
fer to withhold judgment lentil both
setes have been fully heard. But we
say now that if any bribes have been
given the men who gave the :bribes
are aneeig the criminal, in the wane-
actions.
It is worse than silly to sty that •
rascal who bribes a public official is
;.rid innocent and virtu-ins business
man who has been done net of hotline
money by a wicked, grafting politic-
ian. There is nothing innocent or...virt-
uous about a bribe-giver. He is tise
thief who is pilfering the piedic tseas-
ory. The bribe is the 'neat he throws
to the greedy watchdog to quiet- his
growls, while the giver ;hereof come
mits the theft. •
t
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Thirteen Innings.
Cairo, Ili., July 31.-It took thir-
teen innings to decide today's game
between Cairo and Vincennes. There
was some heavy hitting by the locals,
brit Perdue kept the hits well scat-
tered until the fatal thirteenth, when
Cairo got across the phace and
won the The gamma ry
r lh
Vincennes
Cairo
a man
game.
2 - 4 4
 
 12 4
Batteries--Perdue and Matteson;
Bittrolff and Lemon.
Sunday's Games.
in air eleven-inning game nday
the Indians, were trounced by Prince-
ton at League park by the score of
the "5 to 3. There was plenty of hitting
t by both teams, but Brahic 
got the
go,
lot . worst of it, being touched up for
libut eleven safe drives from a
 home run
orgrowisig, e. .. 3 7
Witt, p 3000
Totals,  31 3
Padocah r
Gilligan, ib.
11/cClain, M   0
Tenheniton. ,ita. • • • - 3 0
Taylor; cf. .:. 4
Parry, too -  3 0
adueah 
incennes 
Iru 
'onciton 
ft!"
SS WON IN
ONE INNING
NCETON TOOK THE SEC-
)ND STRAIGHT FROM
INDIANS.
'YERS AND HIS STICK DID IT
t he Sphere to Right Field For
Thole, Scoring Three Runs-
Extra Innings at Cairo.
How They Stand.
W.
6
5
5
4
4/ka Yesterday's Results.
Princeton 3, Paducah J.
Cairo 3, Vincennes 2 (13 innings.)
Today'e
r
eton at At rah.
4aessotes at Cairo.
L. Pct.
4 kw
5 .500
5 .500
6 .400
..Trip1ioestpa4uut412.
Big Meyer's and his big stick turn -
ea the trick on Padyca he third
inning e e
Park. With three 'men on bases
Meyers slammed one Lloyd terri-
tory for the bags cle
bases. The, ore all
but were
Lloyd bad Yrrun n
did not get to it. The sphere bovine-
dow to singles. McGill rat a clean
ad be ho
mer over right field fence in the
turned it to the diamond Meyers was
ed past hitn n by the time "re- first inning, which was the first one
resting on the third If Lloyd 
knocked over since the Kitty leaguebase. a i
been fink msnoe iyouhl have !seaso
n started. Pacfuca'h tied the
411veht the ball and Princeten
servre in the eighth inning and each
could
Potts; ah.  4 1 3 4 0
Lloyd, rf.  3 o o 0 0 o
o a800Land, c. 
Frakes, p.  3 1 2 1 3 2
t
Tot al s, ..... 30 2 '9 27.11 3
By Innings.
Innings, 1 4 3 5 6 7 8 9--eit e
Pritteton 0 o 3 o o o o o 0-3 5 1
Padticah o 1 o 0 ci 0 0 1 0-2 9 3
Earned runs, Paducah 2. Two base
hit, Land. Three base hit, Meyers.
Sacrifice hits, McNamara, McClain,
Perry, Lloyd. Stolen base, Gilligan.
Double plays, Potts to Perry to Gil-
ligan. Left on base.', Princeton 7,
Padocalt 5. Hit by pitched ball. Mc-
Namara, Witt. Struck out, Witt 4,
Frakes 4. Bases on 'balls, off Witt t,
off Frakes a. Time of game 1:35.
Umpire-Kabitz.
nolilsaye scored more than oral rim.
Cmpire Kubitz made a bad decision
in the eighth which kept Paducah
from trivia.. the wore.- Bohannon hit
a fly to ahort r*,ht which )4Gill,
Ilfelers andliileAildreirs Mt drop Ks..
team drew blanks in the ninth and
tenth. In the eleventh Princeton
mode two runs in its half, but Padu-
cah valid not do anything in its 'half
and the game was over, to the sad
disappointment of about 1,5oe fans.
tween them and Frikee stored. Gil- The "1'111711"Y' 
r h e
tinceon 
!wan made a dash for the plate and 
Pr -5 11 1
the ball was !shot to Downing to I Paducah 
. 8 I
catch 'Mala. Gilligan slid around I 'Earned runs
. Princeton 3; Paducah
1; three base hits, 'Meyers. bfeClain.
Dowojtig feet first and his feet weretowhees two baser hits, Barkow, Bell. Downing,
on the plate when Doss-ring
him. It was a close play hut the um-
land: home runs, McGill;
pies called him out and the fan* grew 
stolen bases. Downing; sacrifice hits,
frantic After the game tbreatw were Mraaini Perry, 1-41°Y11, 
lift on bag",
1
-umpire. but Princeton 6, Paducah: hit by 
pitch-
T
 
.to "punch" the
be kept down trouble. 
ed ball, Bell. Taylor; struck nut, by
ads 
The score-neaking was started 
arahre 5, by Better ba-ew on
off Beeker r, off Brahic t. Timeab in the second inning, Potts 
of
teadinf off With a single. Lloyd sae- ! anw.1.5°. 
Umpire-Ktibitz.
"heed. Land hit to Kipp. 1010 threw
t 14 hiM to raids Potts, but the run-
ace beat the ball there. Land _---
ought stealing second. Ft-aloes sin-
gled to center, scoring Potts. Gilli-
bran struck out.
After Witt fanned in the third in-
ning Barlow singled and Went to sec- .
VvIeThennc,""" "."* 
ond on MkAnibrews' single. McGill - 
•.ingled, filling the bases. Meyers
tripled, clearing the blies, but be
died at third as Bell flied to MCCIain
and McNamara fended to Land.
Thelinal rim of the game was scor-
ed in the eighth inning Frahm sin-
gled to left. Gilligan hit to McAn-
drews twin- threw wild to first, Frakes
going to second, and on Meyers had
return of the ball Frakes went to
Ned and Giltisran to second. Me-
di/Ain flied to Meyers. Bohannon hit
a Ay to eheirt right and Meyers, Mc-
Coll and McAndrew.'" went after it,
hut the ball .dropped safe, Frakes
scoring. Illilisran also tried to score
but the empire called him out on a
<too- play at home.
The at was about t to
Foilowina to the official ennimary:
Princeton ......... ab r hh po a e
Barlow. cf. ..- ..... 5 t 1 3 o 6
McAndrews, Jb. .. e titt Ib
McGill, rt. •   3, t o 0 1 o
110 Ferailbs,  4 o 1 13 i a
.  4 o 1 0 2 0
MItNaanara. If. . 2 0 0 0
Kipp, ag, ........ .. 4 0 0 4
•
00
6p
1 T
30
5 27 16 r
tab pro a
9 0 1
2 0 0
0 1
0
4
Vincennes 4. Cairo a:
At Cairo, Sunday. Vincennes beat
the Tadpoles by the score of 4 to I.
The defeat is attributed to Cairo's er-
rors. During the game Lemon hurt
his thumb and was relieved by Har-
3 h e
4 9 1
Cairo  t 5 I
Batteries --Duggan, Perdue and
Forney; Morgan, Lemon and Har-
vey.
played right field for the Fetnous, and
Taylor played center for the Old
Heads. Batteries-Fansous, Douglas
and Smith; Old Head-, Wooldridge
and Bryant. Umpire, Albert Win-
frey.
-
Cooks Defeated 'spa's.
Sunday morning on the Illinois
Central grounds the F. W. Cooks, a
new amateur team, beat the 1905's by
the score of 5 to 1.
No Game at Metropolis.
The Belvederes dd not go to Me-
tropolis Sunday to play a team of
Citieen. But the Indians will not
have any -fee/in' for you."
The Cigar Signs have the bit in
their teeth and are running off with
the second championship. There will
be ho necessity to play those seven
games to setfe the question of su-
premacy. They will get the "Glad
Rag" for the season of 1905 beyond
a reao doutYL----Cairo Tele-
H4, ' has been forwarded
their guarantee.; $15 member-
ship fee and pro -ata F1,^ ro of the
Henclerson forfeited game. e ; the
ansonot 'tat both clubs were indebt-
that place. The publication to that ed to the !( under "expense
effect was erroneous. fund." The total forwarded was $21.3
in settlement of claims against the
BASEBALL NOTES. individeal or collective members of
the K. I. T. leagne.---Cairo Telegram.
Asher pitched for Terre Haute
against Evansville Sunday and won,
but eleven hits were secured off hinu
Terre Haute claims Aslier was only
loaned to Henderson, hence Cairo
The pitchers for today's game IA ill
be South for Par/Utah, and Carnes
for Princeton.
This is ladies/ day.
Princeton has taken two games on
the local grounds. Surely the Infants
aren't going to capture all four.
The Indians have won six out of
L. A. L's Sluggers.
The L. A. L.'s played at M'otind
City, III., Sunday afternoon, before a
very large crowd, the local amateur
champions winning in a walk, by the
score of to to 2. Dicke was at his
beet, Mlaund City securing only two
hits off his delivery, While the L. A.
L's found' Graham's benders for nine-
teen hits. .Recklevit base-running on
the part of the l- A. L.'s kept the
'core down. Steve Set-41er was on
the wick list and umpired the game,
giving satisfaction to both teams
Score by innings:
Inninge, .1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-e- h e
L. A. 1... tattot400to19 2
M. City, 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0--3 2 7
I. Batteries-L. A. I., Dicke arid
Block; Kionvid City, Graham and Wit-
ham*.
More Games &tolled.
The L A. L's go to Benton Wed- flan is better now than Faucet? has
needay afternoon, to play the team of ever been and in spite of his extreme
that place, and play three game* at youth he is sailt to be cool as ice
Sikeston. Min.. beginning Sundae. with wren ore haw*. He ha
s won'-
August 6th.
Mickey Finn is after McClain for
his Nashville team. Dayton, 0,, of
ten, ganws played since the four-club the Central le
ague, wants Land, but afternoon before getting away on her Druggist
River Ripplings.
•
Stage3 Yesterday.
Cairo 23.9, 1.6 fall.
Chattanooga 38, 0.4 fall.
Cincinnati 12.8, 1 9 fall.
Evansville 12.2, 0.3 fall.
Florence, 2.5, 0.4 fall.
Johnsonville, .2, o 2
Louisville 54, to fall.
.1 t. Carmel 4.0. 0.6 fall.
9.2, o.6
ri:t.- httrg 9.9, 4.9 rise.
flares Islard Datn, it o,
St. Louis 19.1, 1.1 1-1•C. .
Mt. Vernon, 11.9, stand.
Paducah' 12.0, 0.4 fall.
Idurnside 1.4 fall.
Carthage, 3.0, 1.0 fall. -
7-
.-o-oreesivaiee
*dispensable
Summer L?
• Toilet- Aid,
• No lady can e with4: Henry's Aseptic Crearo iuring
the summer if rale wit!..es to
keep her complhxioo-* 'good
condition.
+• Henry's Aseptic Cream 
4.
1 Protects the skin from the illeffects of exposure* to suu and
.t. wind, makes the skin smootl.
The towboat Wilford came out of and the complexion cle
ar. Con-
the Tennessee yesterday with ties. tains nothing .but pu
re, sweet,
The Pavonia vent to the Tennessee' beneficial ingredients.
 Pot-
Sunday after another tie tow. :sesses a very delicate odor
.
has no claim on him. I The steamer Clyde gets in this
morning from *the Tennessee river anK1
lays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
schedule went into effect. Islanager Lloy
d says neither is for return trip.
The Princeton arid Paducah teams sa!I or trade.
Freeman beat Wheeling Saturday, , yesterday and conies back again to-
allowing but one hit. Wheeling 
TELEPHONE 63.
wag 'morrow. Today's boat in that trade
I The Joe Fowler went to Evansville , 
Sixth and Broadway
attended Price's- show last night as
guests of the actors and musicians,
who attended the ball game yester-
day afternoon as guests of the ball
teams.
Piatt pitches the final game tomor-
row and Ressaen for Princeton.
It seems that the Indians cant' get
a hit when it is needed.
The Cotton States. league has dis-
anded on account of yellow fever in
the south. Manager Lloyd has re-
ceived a lot of telegrams from play-
ers wantink to sign here, but he wilt
not take on any new men.
Paducah's exhibition of head work
in the sixteenth inning when MCGill
was on third and no one out, was a
fine exhibition of bow to play the
game. It was an eye-opener to the
majority of the fans.-Princeton
Democrat
Princeton may Fries, Pad-treat:ea run
for her money, but the truth Is her
mosey doesn't last long. Paducah
will always manage to make, 'her
spend if it requires 18 innings, "here
are no flies on Paducah.-Cairo Citi-
ezn.
The lady "fans" of Princeton gave
an entertainment last Friday night
for the propose of raising funds to
aid the management of the Infants in
holding out during the rest of the
season, says the Princeton Clarion-
Newts
At the .5tio tnark again-tied with
Alice for second place and not far
the Paduhe ToreaTorn Beat-
ers.-Cairo Telegram.
'Hopkinsville, Henderson. Miachbon-
riMe and Clarks...sine are figuring on
reviving next year the old Horse-and-
Buggy League, pro called becatoe the
teams used to go from town to town
in horses and buggies, only a short
distance separating them.
Well, we haven't given up yet we
might still have a chance if the yel-
low fever reached Paducah and we
could sign her team and play Prince-
ton, dropping out Vincennes.---Cairo
Citizen.
Itere'c a cinch: Paduca'h will re-
tain the lead for the Isallnce of tile
second %caveat, as she did the first.
Paste this in your hat. Not to be
knocking, but simply to be unprej-
udiced we insist give it to them. Pa-
(torah has a team that is too fast and
ton well matched for any other in
tbie league.-Cairo Citizen.
Arthur bring continues to startle
the Central league people with his
fast fielding and sine hitting. lp the
game between Evansville and Wheel-
ing at Evansville Friday. the former
Henderson player got a single, a
three sacker and one of the two runs
that were ITU (fr by the German vi'-
Manager McCarthy yesterday oseate
to Trenton. Tenn the home of the
turbaket "Red" Fain-tit, to a young
pitcher by the name of Maio), Phe-
lan. ' The fans of that city swearby
at/ that' is good and holy that Pie-
Old Heads Beat
Elya score of it to 9 the 1:201011.11
beat the Old Heads Sunday morning
on the Illinois Central ground. Potts
ful curves, fine control and is a hard
worker. More than that he is thor-
oughly honest and conscientious and
will give none of the trouble to the
management that is commonly en-
countered in hardened players-Cairo
•
110
•
11111
"=M10.11,
J. 11 Oehlschlaeger
shut out by the score of 2 to co. Dong
and Morris batted in Evansville's
two runs.
Manager Lloyd should book sonic
post-season games with the Central
and Southern lerague teams, especially
Evansville.
Knitting Mill
SOLD TO WALLACE & PHIL-
LIPS BY F. P. TOOF, WHO
BOUGHT IT.
Paducah Toilet Supply Company In-
creased Capital Stock by S300
-Judge Lightfoot Still m.
In the county clerk's office yester-
day was lodged for record a deed
shouting that the Alden Knitting
mill property, at Eighth and Jones
streets, had been sold to +":. P. 'Pool
for lao,16o, and that F. P. Tool had
transferred same to George C. Wal-
lace and Robert B. Phillips for $21,-
16o. The two tatter have incorpor-
ated the Dixie Mills company to ope-
rate the plant, which heretofore they
have condocted nailer lease from the
Akten people
Deeds Lodged for Record.
Robert Graltacci has sold to R.
'Bradford few' $ass. peoperty on the
Nfietrinfolie road in the county.
Ed Vlsksghan bought from Charles
Trueheart for $198, property lying in
the county.
C. Dillon sold to U. S. Thomas
for $95o, property lying in* the coun-
ty.
E. B. Sutherland sold to Louise
Menief for $1.000, land lying on the
Mayifild road in the county.
Virginia Bradshaw transferred to
U. S. Harris for Soo, land lying on
the South side of Nforwoe street, in
the West End.
Property on Clemente street has
been sold by T_ G. Sellars to James
C. Roper for 'yea
Capital Increased.
The Paducah Toilet Supply com-
pany.hai filed with the county clerk
documents permitting them to in-
crease their canna} stock from Sow°
to $1,5oo. This company is that of
which Was Eleanor V. Trezevant is
president and has its laundry pliant
on West Monroe street.
Repapering.
'Mr. Harry Young and force of
men yeSterilay commenced tearing
off tie old paper from the courthouse
hall mulls, and are now putting up
new Olper. The waifs, have not
been papered for many. year,.
Quite Sick.
Jiidoe Richaof Lightfoot continues
cc-vetoed as lisa home on West Jeffee-
sonosereet with an attack of malarial
Iever.
is the John S. Hopkins.
The Reuben Dunbar came in from
Nashville Sunday, left yesterday for
Clarksville and comes bark again
from there tomorrow.
This morning at 8 o'clock 0-ere
gets away for Cairo the steamer Luck
Fowler. She comes back tonight.
The Peters. Lee passed up Sunday
bound for Cincinnati front Memphis.
The City of Saltillo passed up last
night bound for the Tennessee river
horn St. I•cAris,
The Sycamore has returned from
JoiSpa where she unloaded her tow of
ties brought from the Tennescee
river.
The ship carpenter, Thomas Mur-
ray, has returned front a several
weeks' stay at Caseyvine, where he
rebuil$ a ferryboat for Shawneetown,
people. While building..it on the
bank the. river fell so rapidly that the
ctaft was too feet from the edge of
the stream on completion. In launch
ing same Mr. Murray had to use the
"cheek line" system and finally got
her .into the water. Mr. Murray
brought a boat down here yesterday
from up the Ohio too be remodeled on
the Young Taylor dry docks at the
foot of Jefferson street with which
Captain Murray is connected now.
Price's floating palace arrived here
from the lower Ohio river Sunday and
showed last night's
In .the window of a Manchester
(Eng^,and) drug store was a card of
cheap raticrosoopes marked i shilling
each, with this notice, -These are the
cheapest microscopes ever offered
for the money."
Cashier R.esigned
J. F. BALL RESIGNED PLACE
IN FREIGHT DEPART-
MENT OF I. C.
In Changes Richard Geagen Is Re-
turned Here From Louisville-
Clicks of the Rail.
Cashier J. F. Ball, of thr freight de-
partment here for the Illinois Central
railroad, has resigned his position t
enter business here in the city. He
came here from the Southern division
some mon t ha :ince and has made a
most excellent official. He is suc-
ceeded by L. P. Kore, heretofore the
accountant, while the latter is suc
ceeded by Mr. Richard Geagen, Jr.
who has been attached to the Louis
ville freight office for some years i
a resporeeible capacity and who wa
here Sunday 1O see about taking hi
new place. He comes down the last
of this week to take charge of the ac
counts, having gone hack to th
Falls City yesterday morning. He S.
a progressive Paducah boy, being tilt
son of Colonel Richard Geagen, and
son-in-law of Mr Joseph Roliaton.
His family follows him in a few days.
He is regarded as one of the beet
feeialtt deparornent men in the service.
Machinists May Quit.
It is reported that a number of ma-
chinists will resign their places here
after today when the 8-hour order
tines into effect, because in many oth-
er places they are allowed to work to
hours each day and this increases
their wages which are based upon the
,hour.
Stamp
Rubber
RUBBER
Io
accessories
&
The Paducah
& StencilCo•
•,...
,.. ,
Home
than
too
ots• -'
,
a '
'
•- ----
S%-.1•115*
hour's
Stamps -Mader at
Can be .appreciated - more
those made elsewhere.
are prepared to' fuettriahl.
kinds of Rubber Stamps
short notice.
STAMPS.
PAID STAMPS.
LINEN MARKFRIS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
INK PADS.
fart, anything in Rubber
delivered in an
notice.
PADUCAH STAMP
STENCIL COMPANY
403y, BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.
The recollection cf the quality of
our -prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Pb,, G, Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. ;56.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
I
LAUNDRY
, TOILET
FOUR
LESS
.
i LIVSNY.
'
Four Gents a Pound
DRY
PADUCA1.1,
SPOT-
DE1-
1215. .•
SEND YOUR ROUGH
TO THE
St PPLY COMPANY.,
CENTS A POUND.
WORK AND PROMPT
OLD PHONE
C. B. Hatfield
IS WRITING IRSURANCE FOR- *
THE NORTI4ESTICRN Mu-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUICEZ.
HE SOLICITS YOUR LUSINEWL
. -
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEX
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, r99; RESIDENCE, 314.
PUKE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most
Family Lump, wcil:screened llc bu.
Large Nut  10c bu
>, Place your order for coal with us
heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers
Large Egg .11c
Nut ,10c bu.
United States Gas, Coal (0) Coke Company
Both phones 254. Office Foot Of Ohio Street -
• a-.
•
ale
•
SIND OF ANCIENT RETEOL
lob • at Williansabarg, L T., Pap
earth What A ppearo to Bo
Old U ly Visitor.
What seemed to be fragmeate of •
laagnetio iron meteor. which may have
Sissoended to the earth centuries ago,
eras discovered the other day by some
haborers who are excavating a uellar
eat Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The
'ovary was made at a depth of 40 feet,
St being necessary to remove a hill M
Peet high before the sidewalk level was
iteaehed.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth
Ike cellir excavation the men cams
bpon the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however. inod•
Ihem examine it more closely. and
alien they cut into a large piec• of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath •
intrface several inches deep of hard.
sued yellow clay.
The search waa extended further,
and the men earns upon a perfectly
fortned ape's head and also a ram's
bead. AU the matter was turned over
to Frank N. Schell, the contractor,
who will transfer the relies to some
Museum
"It appears to me," said Mr. Rebell.
"that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard yellow day whieh sur-
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
eateellavtag Devises est Special
to So Placed on Som. of the
Warships.
The navy department is preridiag
owns of the warships wtth a new life
raft, says a Washington speelal te
the New York World. It consists el
an elliptical eopper tube somewhat
dattened, with Mr-tight compare
orate. strengthened by fina. The
tube ie incased in cork, wound wieb
saner and made absolutely water-
tight Attached to this float is a
rope netting three feet deep, from
which I. suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
ast the inner side of tile float •rors
3ings which travel on lashings, a
that the bottom resta 'a he propel
petition, as matter wh;ch side of the
lost falls upon the water when it
thrown overboard. It does not re
'etre te he righted, adjusted or
termed &beet; it is ready for service
the moment it strikes the wales
Oars are •tteselmil to the sides of the
lest to propel It when it is *coupled.
Sae/ugh parsers cannot get on this
awaft to sink It, end, aslike the life
beak it cannot sapelse or founder,
tam, Ike a raft, go to piers against
the sides of a ship
The war department in eotssidering
the advtsability of equipping army
aransporta with the same sort 01
float
--
NAUTICAL SCE. .1L AT MANILA.
-- —
Ravel 011iollals to Us Erertalitai Pre
• ei• re laoreas• flaritra•.,y
of the lastitstion.
Naval officials at Manila Intend to de
everything possible for tin success of
the nautioal school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who was recently
detached frton that duty and ordered
tome for eomplicity in certain irreg.
clar business relatiens with army sub'
aistenoe officers at Otani's. Another
officer has been placed in charge of the
Institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine iidands in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform tho duties of
anasters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education Ischief-
ly of a technical and &professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
itnd liberal instruction in the genera/
branches of mathematics, geography.
grammar. English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
sehool with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instrno
ton in navigation, seamanship, and
the general require.nenta of the pro-
fession for which the students are te
be prepared.
Wireless Telegraphy for Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford. chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rat in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing-
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer.
Loan men of war with& system of wire.
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recoil'.
mend the system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
eon Clover, naval attache in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent to Eng.
land to represent the nary in the
trials of the two new systems
&sloped by Lloyd's agency.
eseeetetette ese Now York contest
Electricity for the row York Con-. so,
drat railroad, at least to equip its
Eines from the city's limits to the
''.4371el:.1 Central 'station, is more than
alblity of the near future. It is
said ta,t an electric engine, in many
Of Its de ls undies. anything now is
Service, ha keen perfected, and that
It will soon hive a trial. If its sue
Mall is as great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the Grand h
Ind station before January 1, maL
Yalo• of ettaarets Farm Lae
Minnesota farm lands have ' *
&aced more than 100 per core_ Ift
gam during the pass 111111811 111•Fli
HELPS liVIC HOUSEKEEPERS.
Soma et Information Pertaining S.
Col!,,inary Department—sons•
iticelleat Mashes..
Atallliaum is now being used es
ensively as a mate: .ial for toilet arth
des. It has advantages over silver
n being light ia weight and nese,
tarnisitoug, while it costs less and cal
oe treated iu an equslly arttsLin man
aer, says Boston Budget_
With a can of devito.1 ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
t reliable cue to begin operations
For instance, have • small can of it
ind mix it, through tsko gills of cream
.vhipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
of consomme in which is ans.
solved half en ounce or even leas
relasine. Put th;a into paper cases
rr iuto little china molds and set
in ice for as long a time as necea
.ory, or longer, and unmold whes
serving.
1)1.1 potatoes should always be
?laced over the stove in cold water
sod new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old Potatoes stand in ice we
ter for au hour or two after peeline
sad before cll....trig.
Epictireati butter is stetted with
;Tilled meats. etc. To n..she It, put
two tablespoonfuls of Leah butter
n a small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the poiso of a
/re knife a mixture of cayenns,
mixed herb powder, minced parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder.
Xhen this is accomplished, set it OE
the ice, and as 800D as solid stamp it
into ustinty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals of bread with
tqual parts of finely chopped celery
end walnut meats, mixed with
:hopped olives sod a little mayor
asise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone virally-, as one peels
an appla., being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder Is often
need in doutthnuts and fried drop
makes, causing the dough to burst out
n very irregular Pubbles on the
nige, whia soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavyand unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow.
der makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best results, either put the
biscuit, into an oven of moderate
rather than intense mat, that they
esay have time to nee before a brown
rent in formed, or let *am stand
lea ideates to rise, sal then pat
them Into a hot even.
Cbssamed thicken or creamed sweats
breeds may tabs the plata of creamed
oysters, awl are really more whole
some sad more easily prorred. Par-
boil the rAfeetbraad• and pick theta
apart; to emit paie allow one can of
mushroce a washed and chopped fine.
Stir thee hato a pint of cream sauces
Where cl cken Is used, to each three
pounds • r chicken that has been most
tarefull boilet and cut into dice al-
low a cc of mushrooms and a pint
ef creel utuer.
FASH:371ABLE FEMININITY.
— ----
attroetts", ?eats rev of Wal•to sal
osseri • for Shimmer Wear--•
II 'eon Is 'isomers.
Apropos of re ;vats it may not be
amides to bint Vat t return of the
pannier overeLirt is persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and •
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
end lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
ponspicuous favorite of the best de
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
loundation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
'Save an irregular pattern, are in
Iwo shades of red, or are in red and
Mack.
There is a new China silk which I.
listinguiahed by perpendicular line.
rf open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
leep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
face threaded with narrow velvet rib.
bon in any color desired.
This is to he a season of ruffles
quite a numbc-. cm the new fancy
waists are made ...with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
ep the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and eotnetivies two, and
lacing opposite ways, mo full as te
form a ANA and concealing the fa&
inning of the bodice.
Kat," the Mother Young and Mawr
This charming power to throwaway
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
inclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's /Wein
face when we lay cooing in her arms,
and she was the happiest of women in
sonsequence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
pia ng with her t y the time we are
n? No girl. I am sure, could pos-
Ob misinterpret me into meaning
th t we are to turn sober seatiddera-
II us into foolish -Idionles. What
1.y mean is that many matters
old be Improved if a sense of humor
ad its light Upon herrn and thiamin
be acoomplieh • by ete1a.-111•Iss
LatEssf nom Jumada
A JIINGLF INFAIR." I ANIMAL PSYCHOLOO1
N laA COUNTY a
decade 
 
g
in eout
aheorathere still re
mained • rural section which the people hi
the towns designated tithe "jungle," a term
of contumely handed down from • period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by impassable roads and covered with dined
timbers. The "jungle" fall behind la ..the
march of progress. The farm wages con-
veyed the family to oh arch on Buadaos when
the people on the prairie rode in "spring
venous" or owed buggies. There was One
prevailing style of architecture, which is still
frequently seen, the *quire log house whit
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the aide,
The lights streaming through the eke =sad
wiadow showed such decorations on the
walls as a shotgun and rifle, the tern pow
dere flask and hunting pouch, and trophiet
of the hunt, while on winter eveniuns the
glewing firelight from the cavernous fir.
threw shadows in and out among the
resocstoons . of onions, a dried pumpkin, and
"midcilin's" suspendeoinfroza the rafters.
The house in which Rester Lane washers
stood in • small cleared space in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to wartime
hood with no wider experience with the cells
side world than the weekday walk to the
searest village, and an annual journey to the
bounty seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the co
of ma, when she must trudgo each day foe
le miles to the district school. But school
days in the "jungle" were soon overh the boys
getting the most of the "school in' because
the girls married and had no use for
There were no bachelor maids in the "jan-
gle." Marriage ease isertainty about winch
there could be no doubt.
Iffeitcr I.3re being what the nativee of the
"jungle" cal.ed • "good, smart girl." it
DM expected see would make a good match.
If the Lane borne was more pictureemse
than some of its neighbors it was becaues
Heater's :sand trained the morning glory
vines over tht woldow in summer and hid
the woodpile behind • bank of sturdy holy'
hocks and prince= feathers. Tin pans
and pails shone nowhere else with such
brightness and luster as they did on that
bench outside the kitchen door. Brides
Hester had pieced more patchwork quilts
ea the long winter evenings than any *thee
girl in the "jungle," where • feather bed
and bedding and a e-ow was the dowry ever,
bride was expected to bring to her Mr
band.
Heater had her choice between Squire
Inuclacees son William and "Jos" Gillian
whose father sae the big land owner is
ths "jangle" and could let oil ten acres
far the young people to start out with. Be
Mg • prudent-minds.: young woman. Bee
ter took "Jim" and Use wedding gay wee
set for Octorber.
Squire 'Luc:Leon who had "tied the besot"
In every marriage aerenmay which had
Sakes place in the "tangle for a decade.
officiated, and supplenserted the cesumosy
wit' sack solemn advice as be
3eassary far the roan( people to take. A
wedding La the -Jungle' warn a truiet afiala
the rea celebration being the "infair" on the
Wowing day, when the =hoebead Waal
his bride to his father's
and proud Rester looked as she
sat retie "Jim," oa the treat seat of the
aew wages in her "infab' trees of "tilgy
haus delete," trimmed with white lace es
the reflies, and her last Salhe0111.11 hat re,
deserated with fresh ribbon bows. This
'efts sway costarne represented the stripy
ea the sale of eggs and batter above the
family groceries for many w•aba. It trig
"handmade," too, a sewing machine see
yet heingores ofthe luxuries of Learnd.
/Carly as they were, the "state _--
was', arriving before them. The chairs
were arranged in a sernicirela amend the
room. and "Jim" and Hester eat dews
sear the open door. The company, the
elder inembers drat, came forward one by
sae and shook them by the hand and el
lured their congratulations. There was
eaty ose phrase in w hick the good withal
sedd tenveyed. "I Irish you much joy,"
repeated each neigbbor, eolestudy, an set
dews again, flea there warn SflollOS in the
room, the guests oaring blankly at the
bride and groom, who relieved their ere
barrarnent by «easier.] whispers to sash
ether.
Whoa the jests and witty sayings wide%
ealivezed the ((verities of the "ittnele"
were etkansted some of the older folks be
pa ralaireenng of former weddttor se
males&
'It's curious how the world does change,'
said Ueele "Jimmy" Taylor. He and kb
wile, "Ansi, Laura," were the pioneers
of the "*.agle." "You young folks wise
get taareW arid start out in the world '
nowedars don't know what hard times are.
You've lumber to floor your house with,
sad a cook stove, and you can buy beds
and ehaire and table already med.. 14
waLcct so 50 years ago, when Laura and I
pet hitched.
"Laura Heed at *id Kaskaskia. Has
lather bad emu over es to the Illinois aids
hem Kentucky, and I, being a roving chap
and tired of Tennessee hills, turned up there
ens day and went to work for him. See4
ing was all done by larnd la those dam and
Laura helped in the corn planting. We fed
is love and- were mnarrl.d. One day shim
that I took Laura up behind ma on &barea
and with all our worldly goods tied la
bar.dle we started out to seek our fortma
is a new country. We never stopped
we reached the "juagle," sad took up e
piece of land and built a cabin. !made ad
the furniture with my own bands, and Lssr
smoked ea the rale in the firepleas. I had
le go to Pt. Louis for almost everything
in those days, and Laura staid dor inthe
wilderness, but the Indians were pee, and
there wasn't anything more dangerous la
the woods than varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have 'inlaid dinners be
those dare" said 'Jim's' father. We had
turkey and venison, whisk we shot In the
woods, and for cake and pie we had good
eorn pones baked in the coals on the hearth.
'Jim's' mother didn't here a etorwbo
wedding dress like Hester here, but
!trey woolsey she wove hersell and card
the wool for it, too. rim wasn't nob'
lists Is them daye; the girl was proud who
meld get • bit of celled to make a ember
see'
There would have bees erre reeks of the
geed eh/ days when simplicity reigned el
wedding frets, but the tries mese hum
!sway for the "house-raising,"Ike rip went down the toga ell•I'44.0tarefully hews and piled on a pretty sits
ea the ten awe* were la their plael sad
I new home was ready is the 'Nagle.
osetadIn s thine 
mutter, 
:one "s hoBwillt  1 uatB hdesea t
cherished 
di re-a•
aleriri, brought his fiddle and there was a
lance In the new holes, a "tsresorares.
lag," and the wedding festivities wan
utaishlit,* but the tilt •kosalo has 'Um
"Jim" and Hester mill live la the
ies added to it, sad a seittlisliws bre
ISA well-kept o . aid aeries eel.
wee the preqpç1, which is tresuderains
e" Into pregriashe fans*
cznity, and .• 'ml air" and thisraisise' ear. be only atia•
avesi a sarke-Oldsamildbast
Questions Suggested by the Pica-
liar Habits of Raccoons.
Ossioloass mg a loather's Oboe.— as
tato ware of the seensin•ly
tellig•nt Little Denlawas
et tho Woods,
overarms' psychology is to be studied,
see, in Paris," said an observant
Wizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
the sehentists are going to take the
irubject up in • systematic way. That
is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these hues will no
loubt he productive of much interest-
Ing data. Heretofore what ameatista
bars said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, ant it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
treyond the. pe.rely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
Scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
smong the so-called exact sciences.(tut it has occurred to me that a busy,
eustling center of population, where
'me may find so much that is artificial,
ui mueh that is out of harmony With
.lie natural order of things, would
aot be the place to prosecute in an
otelligent and satisfectory, way a
study of this ietereitting subject
lurroundings a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppor
capita for the observance of ruental
process- a in the lower order of life,
slthough, of course, much may be
learned by the method which has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern pert of the United
tate"' tiles* scientists might find much
lat• that would give them a more
clew tu the reascning meth-
ids of animals of the lower order.[bat little trick of theoppossum, for
astanee, when he feigns death. shows
al, element of shrewdness which one
-arely finds in orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
Xisy Is it that he will leap up on one
.tde of • tree and then jump as far as
le can from the other aide? It is a
-rick. He is trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making him be-ieve he is tie the tree. The Oente has
araeticed this game for so long that
ao well trained dog will ever bowl up
• tree until be has ciroled around if
teveral times' to eee if the rime has
sot retooled to the usual tuake-nelieve
'Why is it that. a coon, when the
:roe is falling under the effect of the
tunter's ax., will scamper dow• e
:ruuk of the tree toward the stump'?
de has two reasons for (loin it. It
.he first place. unless the dog knows
tie bustoess. he will rush out in the
lirection of the falling tree. believing
Lhe game will scamper out from the
op. In the second plates, be reasons
-hat It is •• fer for 'body and limb
la either •Yeat he is reasoning about
.be thimg. it ia a psychological prow
sae. instances hate been repartee
oy bunter• of where 'coons would
asp from the top of falling trees
seemingly time/Inv, that they acre
pursued by trained dogs, who woold
lang around the stump tiatil they
-.said scamper down the trunk of the
re*. Rut the rule is the other way.
-The point I am trying to make,'
!oncluded the observant citizen, "is
bat the woods art tided with theme
evidence^ which might glee the sel-
•ntlets a clew to the reasoning teeth.
ode of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
lloadrosmal Clisaages sa Tao COlOS OS
Certain 'Beasts and girds
Qatokly Oeenr.
A polar bear would not tate a
itiance in stalking seals if it were
if a darker color. The only black
ipot about it is the tip of its nose
the sailors who first landed on 'art
/us unknown arctic shores and bays
stated that the bears used to take
them for seals. and begin to deelh
them at a considerable distance, lying
!own flat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-knewn pho-
tograph by Mr. Gambier Holten shows
the old polar bear at the 4sso, tood
wriggling along in that. pos!tiou until
they came to an fe• hummock, when
:hey would get xi; o'er over to see
,f the "seals" we. alarmed, wed
wriggle on again. The sailors added
..hat they could always see the black
lose when the bear got up near, and
'owed that the bear put his paw ov•T
sis muzzle to hide It The arctte
'axes, the "blue" !true, the ptarmigan.
-yper and et miee all undergo the sea-
onal change to white by an identical
erocesa, says the Tondos Spectator.
rate hair or feathers, 4.13 the 1•8611
uight be, lose color and tarn white
my what may almost be described as
.o Instantaneous proestesa. Iii the
Ones and birds the white comes is
retches; but the speed of the color
!bemire is remarkable. There are
natty stories of people whose hair
las torsed white o em shock "in •
single night." Jut., ve by the birds
'del loses, these sta.- es must be true.
'so one ever sees the peeress of fad-
ng gore. on. The feather or tettcb
if for which was brows or sr
tray soddenly whitens. Yet no 0-es
las actually seen the color going,
rba ezplanation 'straitly given la that
,t takes place by night. 'Titers 'teems
'to "bait way" tint ietween the white
Ind the original eolor.
fo Oat ad the Pala,
The Father—I as* so glad Joha get
sleeted to congress.
The Mother--Yes. It's a great re
He bag triad se many ways et
assuiag • Uv1 oak Ilanste—INsaraaltaws swim.
1WfTCH GIRLS TRET—LOPS.—
• lititgalar rraistitio That le taisaiareal
In by Dome Twang Peoplo la
Pooasylvanits.
At Shamokin. Pa., some queer VOW
toms have survived the march of prole
teas among the Poles and Russians.
)nis of these observances is "switch-
mg day." It is a favorite day for
saahful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue. cap-
tures the belles of the community,
says an eastern exchange.
For days the man haa been in train-
inlr for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure corseta and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
ere wring slumber. Finally the
morning of "switching day" arrives.
The man sees before hiseall the maid-
ens of his village. He may take his
pick. All he must do is to catch &ad
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If she Is
fleeter of foot than hs and escapes
she is free. If the man is beloved of
his quarry she seldom gets away,
though his feet are dad in leaden
shoes.
• "Switching day" at Shanaelda It
Easter Sunday, when all the lade and
Lessee of the err otry round shout
gather at the town tor the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run is
accepted as a token that she is not
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start la meepted as a proposal, and
no matter what miafortune may be-
fall tie quarry b• must prove:Infer Ikea
all the dads of his future Ufa
Pathetic indeed was the !Unsteadies
of this fast in the cams of Somas Mane
Irk who was by all odds the hand.
acmes% gtrt In the Russian oolong..
for many miles about. She was 60
and slender and her eyes wore tuner
bins. She was crowned with
hair, which grew in dainty rt=
Are upoa her head. Miss Manlish
MA more guitars than she small ao-
«opt, and she WWI vary eoy. rapt et
toot the maid shad, since arriving se
• marriageable age, passed or
"switehing clay" in safety without the
giving of her provides_
Miss Manbok unti` sees on the re-
gent festival occasion had succeeded
In ontdastancing all her pursuers.
Many were the races she bad run, but
never had a switch or a pegs of ware
some within reaching distance of her
petite form. It was thee that Andrew
Kobinaky. a shrewd young man, wise
had purposely waited until Miss Maw
bob had become fatigued, gave chase
OR darted the maid, and after hen
aped the purser.
Down the railroad track they
washed, •11 unheeding So smelted
were both oontestants—the man mis-
sing for a wife, the girl for liberty--
that the approach of a train was an-
soticed. The engine tooted shrilly
and at its blast Miss Manbok, af-
righted, stumbled and fell upon the
rail. Both of her legs were cut ad
below the knees, but the doctors say
she will liv.. And Kobinaky, refer&
leas of her being a cripple, tiaolaree
that he will keep hie verr- v-ar• end
her Just as soon :Isle is
leave the nurses care
LOVE BALLS IN SEAN STATES.
mete.. sal lotoretellog Divivretoo
Simone V•sog Folks la elite
nano Kuwait's.
Fred W. Carey baa recently bee*
traveling through an almost unknown
part of the Chinese Shan states, which
Us between China propel and Bunnell.
In the account of his journey, which
ke recently read before the 'Loyal
Geographical moiety, he spoke most
favorably of the womee, of the orate
tr7, though his opinion of the men is
sot so flattering, says the New Yorb
In their face and figure, be ea) e,
these Ethane read:table the Japanese,
and 'the women are, to say the least,
just as unconventional and fascinating.
There the resemblance ends. The mess
are hug, good for-nothing fellows, who
never work unless they see aboolutely
'bilged to do en The women toll dur-
ing the summer In the ries fields end
spend their time when at home ila
wesviog cloth and In household du-
ties. They wear a very pretty or
turn.. including a long white petti-
soat, which is much mar• beeomftig
than the ugly mieshapen transers of
the Chinese womon.
Mr. Carey deactiles a diversion of
the young people which very much In-
terested him. As he passed through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed bells,
which they call love balls, and many
times be was pelted ...His these lore
missiles. Ile says they were of course
set intended to convey any message
to him, but at tie* festivities which
take place during New Year's thews
eolored balls have a very important
pert to plisyo On these occasions not's-
ng could be mere significant to a
young min, foe she is very careful is.
throw it only te the partienkr young
man whom skew would like' to marry
Thu* she asperses her prekrence foe
one or another of the swains. If the
young man catches the bell, the face
Is a sure indication that he wish*,
tes wed the girl, and the engagement
aught as well be annoweoed at ones.
But if he misses the ha& the feat te
ideates that be does rust recipsooat•
the ateetion the maiden deaf/es to
give him. and *be must And a lower
elsewhere. At all ot eer timea the game
Is simply a m000 4 flirtation, whoa
the maiden or man who fedi) to oaksk
the ball moat pay a sorfeit to!be.
thretwes.
Oetat Curbs.
The geter's footmen* wear Wive
which has, eight vows of earls. where.
r these of the winos of Witless are
lowed eaten rows, and those of the
lewd Mayor ef Lauda. ars gins am%
TES asvgNos 01 ANIMALS,.
?wall Vagloasitat floattaterat Seem.
ItOe Well DO*ileipta la SOW"
et Them.
A number of authentic anecdote*
have been collected by Le Tour do
Monde to Illustrate the fact that tise
sentiment of revenge is very well die
'eloped in some animals. Everybodi
knows that elephants, for example
have long memories ...bon they are
eubjected to treatmen. ,nat NU
their feelings. Capt. dhippe, of
Preach army, discovered this has
his sorrow six weeks after het 14
given an elephant a sandwich Kllerin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the foci-
dent when tie next saw the animal
and attempted to carers him: but the
elephatit, recognizing the practict:
joker, suddenly absorbed a quantry
of dirty water froru a puddle near-I
and diffueed it over the °dicer's tiro
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a ston
of two ludlan elephaute at the !siege
ciof Burtpore. Water was scar,and
In great demand, which gave untisulL
value to a well that had not dried m7d
One day, just as a small elephant andt
its driver were leaving the well, ti.
animal carrying a pail of water, a Ter.
large and strong elephant seised the
pail and drank the water. The snapillek
elephant, conscious of his Witmer',
etrength, showed no resentment bet
bided his time. One day be saw his
enemy standing broadside by well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the big one on the side
and turnided him over into the well.
An Indies missionary tells of an Ise
discreet person whom he saw teasing
as elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pia and then feeding him with 
1.5'tires salad whitish no elephant Ms ang
or for. The animal wads rather aloe
In anger and he had not hdly dealdad
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed.
when be suddenly seised the mite's hat
trim his head, tore it into shreds an$
Snag the fragments into this heated
his tormentor.
A British magazine told, sivriti/e
ago, of a milkman's dog that was Ike
terror of all smaller raises, as he
was a fighter and never missed a
chance to mix up in a row. Most of
the dogs in the neighborhood bore
soars as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
/dm in a fight. The idea finally or
e rred to th•m, however, that there
Is strength In uoion, and so one West
about a dozen of them went to the
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an Inch of his life. The
milkman found nett morning thatitis4
dog was nearly deed from the wounde
tiollieted. When he recovered from the
scrimmage he oil% a changed dog, haw-
ing wholly Net b!e taste for fighting.
Sir Andrew Smith, a soteegist. tedd
Darwin that one dna- he law a tale .
baboon In South Africa heopat ter loth
mud aa officer, who, all titer:band span,
was on his way to pa, dde. 'the oflieei
bad frequently teased the anima'.
rhieti took this effective, means of re-
venge Parrots also are among tee
animals the* do mot soma forret per-
sons who tert* or mat•r•e• theta
They wean, fit ostee eat; give
some aapieseent mot,..• t• to those
who are unk eel to them.
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• wee.4 of tato OrIglisej P'ssetere ee
So Paseo& on IF shilvitiou Is Deo. •
Ilan losithro Lagostillost. 
's
There .• to he a shoe nd leath
expositie oedu in Horton, vekteh t 
dz.
ues to be the ehief market for boots
•nd shoes in the United States mad
one feature of it Is to be a neer. der
Lion of the original stew feetete is
the United States. Kaye the New V .rir
nee.
For many 7-era after the settle-
ment of the American colonies no as.
tempt was made to notecase. n re
hoots and shore for the market.. foot.
wear being Imported from defend'
a»d ?ranee. Thee was a period of
bead-made shovel esolasisely, lieu se
tows• large euough to have a loca;
shoemaker, he 'supplied all the needs•
of the inhebitants In towns not
large enough to mortals • village cob.
eler a trst•eliug• oh et-maker wont from, Iv
„sacs, to place. stopping • d•y o- is
week at each.
So far as Is Ismoset, the first *tan%
factory IiNhlboaashu osetts wee fot.
steel In Thenvers. ant far front the
historic, house in which Gen Port••
of revallitinnary fame, wee bora *o' 1
early se 17101 'strives ahnersie ker. were
at work enrryitee, cutting tine .1*.
at the original factet r Is
()anyone 
The rininal oboe factory of Den
were can, It is said, he reproducedi
without undo* expense, arui as the-
boot and shoo Interest in Mationehr
'tette la TlfrN Set NOT well VS!%itli•hool.
but ent,,y1sly as sintistuti amount oft
!commercial orosperity, wAh a larder-
['foreign morieet then it ,eaer hail he'
lore. it I. thrombi probeth'e that the
.ezhibition will be repreaensative isi
many 
respects.The hief ecoustriee to which Amer
Iran 'hoe" are sent are Aimee/Ma,
;lowland, the %Trot Inalt.t. Cope Tows,.
toeless and Cenarla.
WWI* it, Lowest.
Tile mart who it -ts the moat out e•
die is the one 
 'She is ii les aye looklag
op, who is &tenni. d that everythingl‘
Ine doer, every itsve olet mnt he akes.
%tail leave him a 
ilti 
e leirber up, et II
Little further on. Tnlearte therefore.,
how to spend for 'ho higher !acuities.
goateed oil the lower, dothst the manly,
qnslitees, ratheo then the animal, may
be developed, is a problem that seam
&elite. Ine.--Autosese. 
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h His Head in a Hornet's eget
'Okla soldier Was Safe from the
be Ha
enay's Flee.
,wita in Chickamauga park a
, while ago," bane au old veteraa
o ad been disaussing the reunion
irophis, to a New Orleans Times-
• ocrat man, "and I was impressed
h the number of old veterans who
• hang around the hills that have
Ti made memorable in the coun-
's history by the fierce battle
t was fought there In the '60's.
ere is something pathetic about it
hi1 are typical of the chartietee
th man wjgo foltowed the for-
"—bed
7
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MCC IN A HO'RNET'S NEB?.
banes nif the lost osuse. But many of
them are full of good stories, and I
mean one story told me by an old
"confederate now running a livery
stable In Chattanooga. He is fond of
telling it on bimsee It was durius
.e of the preliminary skirmishes at
Thickamattga-
"Tbe federal troops had resehed
the top of the hill. and the oonfeder-
%tell had been forced down Pea the
siker side. They hid behind stumps
el rem., fell over behind logs and
toeght other places of concealment
is their effort to escape Yankee bul-
lets. 'I fell over behind • log, with
my facie down,' said the Chattanooga
Everyman, 'and I could hear the
•Tankee bullets whistling over my
head or burying themselves in the le
g
behind which I was hiding.
In bugging up close to the log I
bad shoved my face in • hornet'
s
amt. The hornets covered my face
sod bead, and I lay there pickin
g
them off one at a time until I found
an opportunity to escape. Soon af
ter
that I met a ragged looking sold
ier,
Ind he said: "Great goodness, Jim
,
what on earth is the matter wit
h
r fedi?" I told him I had shoved
It Into • bornetid nest while dodg
ing
Tank". bullets. "You must have sof-
terpd fearfully," be said. "No," I re.
•pS, "I sever expermeeed a more 
di-
Scions feeling in my life," and reall
y
never enjoyed anything so much sr
did the sting of those hornets."
'
!he old liveryman chuckled over the
story, and no doubt he really 
fell
that the hornets' nest was a p
lease,re
resort wailer the ercumatenoee."
PUG ROBS MISTRESS.
wen latrollas,Heodo I
. vale
emote reogyerty and Iliee•r to
leashe a nee.
• Mrs. Elisabeth Ilecknoe, of No. fiee
Metropolitan avenue, Williamsburg.
Ai Y., found some lost bank notes and
Ilneds of property under peculiar sir
-
essamtagieses the other day.
Two week. ago she discovered that
• tin hos belonging to her had bo
ss
dorelbly *relied and 11400 in bills, three
sash Isooius iota property (weds stoke&
Tale lettletNil PAPERS FOUND.
Mrs. Fleeknine, alter a vain *earl*.
Somplaised at the Herbert street pa
Sete station, and said that only a per
aon welt acquainted witb her premises
eonid have committed the robbery.
The woman has a pet pugdog, which
knows every nook is the house. Pot
„several days past Mee. Flecknoe had
• noticed that this enigma) had found •
3 snug plum to sleep behind a hat reek
in the parlor hall, and when she re-
moved the rack to duet ft she found
*a missing bank books and deeds.
There was no tra:e of the money
Kra. Flecknoe called the dog When
the animal saw that she bad posse&
Won of the bank hooks and deeds it
ag4e4 tie seize Win The pollee are
of the opinion that the dog has eaten
iih• atone,.
uremia to nee Hu !elm.
The sow of John Smith is airsions
to am his gad. and pota this 011wer-
tbeement in i Texas paper: "If John
Smith. who So; ears ago deserted his
poor wife and be be, will return a°114
wit, Mink the staling sad
Wm°
MT TOM P. HORGAN.
•
IREIFERS =LED FOR DEM 
I FRESH FASHION NOTES.
Mare is • wreck down at Spootters
house—a wreck that was formerly a piece
of blithe manhood, with a marked teudence
to talk and • wen on his lied. The wreak
ta question used to be saluted by his creed
itors as Mr. Spooner.
Wore, before, all was joy, in the highest
octave,- now is morrow and we* is hugs
suwatities sad a dilapidated bureau in re
warkably small pieces.
The beresu in question arrived in the
ilserdower, so Spooner used to proudly as
seri. Unfeeling neighbors used to some
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of having come in the Ark
nut neighbors will carp and let their hop
run through your cabbege-patch in wild
and bristly freedom, so de will take Moil
ewers at 50 per cent. disiount. •
How the bureau come there was not the
ribject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkness and bumps settled over
the happy home. How to. get it, away war
what agitated hie mind.
Spooner's only demehter, Cyclone., had,
at least, been so fortunate as to eorral a
twirler; being, who made her his wife-end
ohs was Cycionia Spooner no longer. It
Is not the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the idea that, but for this time
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have become more altitudinoue. Far Leone
it! She. simply mailed, as a Spooner, to
make the menu at three daily repasts look
as if attacked by an itinerant sat, and to re
mark plaintively that woman's misaion os
earth was not clearly defined around te
e
sages.
New that their daughter had succeeded
is committing matriumay hi the 
fire
degree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooser resolved tc
de the proper and appropriate thing. A
fter
much Centicular thought, they decided i
s
present her the sacred berme arouse
which clustered each hallowed &imitation%
lute those iattigeoom to an old buffalo
mho.
The mend bureau was located in the
mooed story of the Spoonerdomicile, Is
the "apare" bed rime! 'FLOW to get it dews-
asks was the quartsou.
The time, several years before, when
lenge, the drarman, had Mood the pea
Serous piece of furniture to the Genoa*
story window, by means of such rope sod
profanity, wee still fresh in Spooner 's mind.
Be remembered that Jaw had measured
the bureau, which was an enormously do
'eloped affair sad lean had measured the
itairway.
"Too wide tor the stairs," was Jags.? wee
diet.
So without any more inen he had pro
smiled to° haul it up the side of the house
end introduce it through a window.
But Spooner considers himself a peer O
Ibe way ef mmentrated think, to any two
legged dmrmaa that ever wore a hairy her-
tor for a beard and °bargee 40 piecen of
diver ter earryog • 50-east trunk two
Meeks Hs knew, witbootenmeuring, thee
Ma stairs were wide enough for the bo
reaa. tingle-handed and &lemon* attacked
lagebrieue piece of fermiers ia i owe
sett., spare bedroom.
By dint of such palling and an equal
animist of hauling, he succeeded is wrigg-
lesg it to the head of the stairway, is spite
of the feet that it seemed imatiseidly
seek its dares inte the door, in • dater.
mined seen to ream the departure.
Getting ahead, he carefully lowered the
logmau toward himself. The operation was
'sly marred by the trifling accident of at
Ike &rawer, dipping out at dna and the
maw time, and all but the lad ea* barb
Mg swam portion at liporeases penes as
they fall, a wooden shower, epos liss, sad
leaded Wow is the "leg" it the slab.
say. The last and Navies* drawer de
rtnd bola the regular order of precool-
awl lit, wrong side ap, sa -61pesmell
beet shoulders and bowed head. His hold
as the Moamar heirloom slipped sad the
saseed= Mil forward moon kimo It.
him exesti4 he. oth the elda
run 
st
they weal, with 11.1i the essitaneed
tail eslarity that sttsr.d the passage el
rushing frantically down the eorridore
of Wow.
enamor was s trill in admires of the
bureau when both arrived la the "jog" of
the stairway.
The drawers white ILI made snotedleinde
a few seconds before, lay in • confused heap
with all possible earners upward to Ina
mine the no: bilarione Spooner.
He landed ea all them eoroare and es,
Aral more that mowed to put in an appeai
mm for that ~ankle may, and the en
-skint and vindictive berme steed square
g on its bead on his quivering asepesenity.
A wild, nailed yell, as diary yet as vet
ominous that it startled the bate out ef the
dummy and brought Mrs. lOpeeeer to the
4mit of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she ehriohed
"What, oh! what has happeeird te
Promptly • fano voice piped up from the
Sonora el the pile where Spootser was do
ong a *contortion aot beneath the bureau:
"The preening bursae is uninjured as
set," it said, "but I am mortallywooed
ad by this caLinetonade demon"
Frightened at the awful condition of het
lions., buried beneath a mountain of re
moredess furniture and with se ineunapipe
es his life, Mtn Spooner raa for amid&
.nce !Odeon°, she returned with neigh
'or Ziiiar. By his Aron arm, the weigh
4 rosabeed was draws from beneath the
*ill onaltato Wildman of the Rotrodiveade
Anytime measurement wee instituted, and
ihe former decision of Jagya, the draynuiti,
eras *indicated.' The bureau wogld go as
Mother down the "pg." for the stairway
ear muJh narrower from there down.
Without • word, but with • terrible dark.
au* isseolve depicted ea his Mi.
amok and noes several inches out es sor
dumb, Retreat?, snorted by Hiner, mpt S.
work to forte the Weft, up to the top
if the stairs again. This they succeeded
a ecieentplishing. in spite of the Puritanical
emielesse of teat stubborn orthodox sheet
d drawers.
tam Spooner roil* it ever, and over,
,ad. with the neigh` -'s aid, he battered
• sioment on %lir ••••ridovr-will
anon a runny of al neat fiendish joy and
4 141.40•1110ilie bitch to his peadeloona, slow
y slopping sway from the *itches of his
ee. rear suspender bntton, Stigoner pushed
Ike bureau, sow thoroughly frighteued, out
ward, and ft hurtl d through the air like
ihearatitt it braes- sobbed nieteor. With
1 it lasoded on the stoneoloonitep,
etriee below, ad was nothing but •
rreek of its former granieur.
('id. Wiadygneee's 'gamble dog, of the
one% di..ilonnislisntro, laid, but a on
o
aunt base skewing an overshoe
as the itooretep Nine ha lay under lie
tureau---.s1y a mato, reeellectioa, a hairy
wissionepot.
Cydonia get no meld* present from her
Moots; liporeer pot nothing hut a ehariee
mortment it bumf* and abenrione earl
bill for iltS, mid to be the valise of the
ate dog. To all of which he animated
be such pietureeque phrase that he sew •
nit trial is the neer distance.
Materellike annul sbooaarl—Geof lIt
gem Teak Masters Obliged he Tar
8500 to. a ow. Ounettnit
as a Ma W... 
JohnHendrickson, a breeder ot
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Cochecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., ree
gently found four of hie Ilneat young
heifers in the field, all riddled with
eharges of buckwheat, which had en-
tered the bodies just behind the for*
leg.
Neighbor, reported that bunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
Pals farm in quest a partridge, and
that sionta had been heard in the
ricinity.of the field where the cattle
were at pasture-
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd.
and it occurred to the owner as h
e
was examining the wounds that
tilled them that they lore a stron
g
resemblance to doe. by reason of
their delicately formed limbs. B
.
was seised with the idea that 
they
had been mists-ken for deer by th
e
tnntere.
Hendrickson ...orri to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. Ho ascertained
their names and addresome in Ne
w
fork and after cemeiderable dillicutty
located them. He ham Port returned
after seeing them, and as • resul
t
at his vial* he in 1500 rieber then
when he wallet to the etty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT BARDS.
Sumank Clawson. ef Atianke. eV...
esmos ieeminerly Ismairweeene..
able DIMealtlee.
Atlanto, a small Sows (mut& of
Bloomington, Ill., has to Prank Claw-
son • fiddler whose chief bid fo
r
fame Hes in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Clawoon has been • per-
former on the viol% since boyhood,
and his skill was such that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Severa
l
rear. ago be was caught in a Wiz-
card and both hands were ea badly
frozen that they were amputated at
th• wrist. Supposing that his fid-
dling days were over, the old tallarn-
meet woo laid away by the owaer
The old-time longing to bring out
music became too strong to be
• and he eoneeived the unique
dee of playing without hands. He
made • eontrivance out of heavy
wire, whioh ezehled him to wield the
bow. The matter of fingering was
more difficult, but by herd pro:Mies
es trained the stump of his left hand
as make the aeceisaary shifts from
see atria/ to anotioar, and from po
ultimo to powiticia. With the fiddle
Odd in Saes by his skin and Ita-.6
sad with She help el lie finono
arma Claweon manage. to pie,
seedy ea much mamas as form , oy
A YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
Men Martmon. Iowa Tales. be.
Oloamo the Ilmeared for Moo
Ilerthereell.
--
A grandmother ac SOU the record of
tits. James P. Carleton, of lows Fella
a., who slain.' the dietinction of being
be youngest grandmother la the, ca-
re •orthweet. She is hoping to he.
freet-grandmother by the time sloe
e 41i.
Mr and Mrs Carleton were mar.
Arid in Ohio Igye•re age, lire Carleton
tieing only 11 year. old whoa abs was
cooed, won end led to the altar by kro
youthful schoolmate. Lees than twe
roars later, when oily 12 years of age
ike bewares • mother. The tendency
toward early marriages In the Car mom
Omit, was tranertotted to the deugb
••r, and two years ego, at the age of 14,
he was married. Last week Ede %e-
mcee a mother.
Until recently James P Carleton 1•1111
postmaster at Iowa Falls, but • few
menthe ago he andlltie wife removed to
St. Paul. Minn., where their daughter
road grandchild reside.
tee•mweet to. nouteStisos the seine.
A premising movement has hoes
emceed in Virginia for the benefit of
the neer. population. The idea orig
lasted with Dr. R. Z. Jones, of Well
mood, end several prominent and
...altarv negro,s are associated with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will he established near
Richmond MA, of ten acme •ack
will be laid off, and upon each will
be erected a four-roomed log cabin
of anthems idyl, Theme plots will
 be
mold on meg installments plans to
aegross etesioue to better deem-
selves. They will be given practical
and eyeeeneade Inetruotion in farm-
ing, en experienced expert from the
Isstlt''e at Hampton being engaged
se ins motor.
rhea a resale/Ione Tunnel.
A bent, remarkable project in re
/trivia, attention among Russian ma-
corers. It le proposed to oonetruce
a tunnel tooter the Maio theta of the
Caucasus mountains from • point 44
mile. *myth et Vladikavkaa. The eon
ael will be Se intim long and ersat
1171.000,000. As soon as the Trans Si-
berian railway to finished. It Is be-
&teed, this Caucasian tunnel. wkieb
een the warm support of tate *mar
will Ise eommeacted. Prom a military
and emarneretel pciat of view the
work will be of mat teepee-canoe. as
tee only direct oommuniceitioa with
trame-Caseaela ft 6 n iota them Remote
In by an ordinary read trews 'Vhsab
swims to Was.
Sediewle he Omaha,.
A year aye Share were 1,011 palls
ealhemie he Cahn. *WA MAIO children,
Iwo tomes are MASK odimal eke.
Illomm sad new eshoals ors Ming
WM. -
nom lien. In Deese Ornameatiutii•
to meyesissiewe to the Up-to-Drat*
Costume*,
A charming evening ge,00s for
young girl is of rich miroir satin
veiled with either white, gold or col
ored net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral de
sign, alternating with roses or ca-
melliee sewn on in a studied careless
seas, says the Brooklyn Engle.
Same ingenious mortal his intro
!need an effectiie novelty this roe an
namely. Mack velvet meets. Mean the
size of the palm of one's hand, rend'
to applique unto silk, lace or china:au
There is an open clfcle in the middle.
through which the material can be
drawu. These roses make the most
effective sort of decorotion.
The bridal robes of one of the brides
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tuclied all over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handitsome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very fun and beaded by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallop..
At a recent society function in Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XV7. corsage formed.
double-incanted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly it the wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'itort Nouveau has emeed to be a
eoveity, although unique ant! exceed-
ingly beautiful examples, are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have turred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, ta suffi-
dent guarantee that they will not be-
come the popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments
Incrustations of Ince are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on laniards,
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
Is &twerp cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives It a light effect
White foulard with blaek Chantilly
Incrustations is a good combination
It is less erpertaive than the very rieh
embroideries and in man ways is
eery desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
• Comeortable Oonela That In r.selle
Mate at elome—An Antique
Oak Stale,  gte.
Pew families, whether in town or
muntry. have sufficient closet space
is whkh to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way,
in any case, is to lay them flatly
and smoothly in a box large er-ugh
to accommodate them at their roll
length. Such a box may be merit
at home in 'itch a way ris to serve s
double purpose—that of conch •ne
wardrobe combined, nays the NP114
York Tribune. A stout bee of sinpaiet-
•d wood, six feet fon- Inches long by
about three feet four let-Ilea wide. can
he constructed by any big boy or his
'tether without difficulty, using fount
wire neils, to avoid split tin* tbe Wood
The cover should have • tress strit
near earli end. and must be finale
binged on the box. Line the inside of
the box and lid with a seri+ ...able cam-
bric or sileeis. Then nail* cushion.
deep and springy, to the top. This
cuehinn mar he made of in old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put is
new ticking of the proper rile, or of
"wool waste," or may be procured at
'title expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz in
host plaits all around the box. end cover
he top neparately. finishing the edge
of the l•iter with a fill: pinked ruching
of the labile to conceal the opening
Hove a stroll, loop on the edge of the
!rip by which to lift ii. and it is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
and to fief and box, to avoid straining
the hinges.
Beeped with pillow and with an af.
than !boost, neerolie foot, thi• makes
1 eumfeirteehle coneh by day, and eves
oy night if neceroary
excellent hall tante for • countrt
noise* was evolved nut lour ago by as
Irene Miss girl from an Ordinary nte
ed kitchen table witbeiet • leaf
The sewed two inches from the legs,
:hen stained the whole with • black
stain, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put Inc
stone Jar. with just enough water is-
rover them, and l.ft1oaimmero,'
store for hilt a fl -,t This liquid
ipplied ti, thr a. oil end left to o.
Viciegar in which a number of ruo
nails had been eteeped was then
in-netted over, and repeated until the
sable acquired a good antique oak col-
oring. Brans rolisra were then fie
tened on the leg• d en old-fa:binned
brass handle pin oi the drawer, wideit
was stained inuirit to mulch the out-
side, and served for holding gloves, et e
A scarf of dark r. d leather was fare
teneddlown the mid.'le of the table wil
tomes headed tack, and, behold! • real.
ty handsome -ore iate hall table!
Aso" a 4 nee woo,
Willie—Pa, is p littaa a profeseleg
er a beisineest
Pa—Well, that capsmas upon oir-
stumeteacee If y, airs ma the wile
Slag side it's a Lindomm--11Philalk.
INA Firm.
.ILE CULTURE PLANS
Smeary Wilson to Encourage Ds.
vslopment of the Industry.
11111 Ask Congress to. 810,000 to. MN
dieresee el Peel's/dowry Test and
Lavern/cation of What Can Be
Diens In United States.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
if Agriculture, is detertniued to 
re-
et•e interest in the cultivation of sill
storms and mulberry trees in 
tht
United States, apd the sum of 
$10,0(o
which he has asked °centress to g
ive
him to develop silk culture in 
the
United States for a preliminary t
est
and investigation, will be spent w
ith
• view of interesting every man 
and
woman in the oou.stry who has some
spare time for the work in the plant
ing
of mulberry trees a.nd the care of 
bilk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for 
is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn hi
s
attention first to the south, on accoun
t
of the large amount of cheap 
labor
I. be procured there. If the 
results
is the south are at all sati
sfactors
t: a the men. women and even t
he
shildren will be appealed to by the 
goy
erament to lend a hand in establishin
g
a new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shal
l
be ready to furnish the necessary sup
-
plies to anyone wishing to make 
the
experiment of silk culture. The esnr
k
Is about all done in the spring,
my plans carry, by next spring ever
y
member of coongresa will have at hid
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to hie oonstituenta. I think it
likely that I shall sell upon Booker
T. Washington to help we at the star
t
through his great industrial school
at Tuakeyee, Ala. He is ready there
S. take hold of the experiment and
do much in a short time in educating
the people in silk culture.
"$o far as I am concerned, I know
silk culture can be made a success in
this country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet auger industry
would be a success, but it le a success,
and the total yield this year will b
e
1100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ling excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
inarket in an absolutely clean way—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
upon the It . The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and be im
medistely improves almost any ides
or Industry be imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
• Onversow el Hawaii trans
•mortlean Money foe too In
the Wand.
Antberity for the conversion of ali
flawalien silver coin. intneorresipond-
ing coins of the United States sad for
the immigration of a limited number of
Chilies* laborers conditioned upss
their garaging In agricultural pursuita
wily during their residence in the taro
ritory and their return to their own
etruntry epos ceesinr to be farmers are
the cadet recommendations of H. Z.
Cooper, eating covernor of Hawaii, in
his enamel repo -t.
The prosperity of the islander, accord-
big to the acting goveenor, depend. on
the successful and economical produce
lion of sugar. "The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the planter.,"
he says, "never ha. and never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
snakilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means millione of dollars spent for ma-
eh! nery, building material% too* steel
and iron and other supplies of Aomori-
sae manufacture."
Wow Jersey's Pure rood Law.
What Is said to be the strictest pure
tood law in the United States boo just
gone into affect in New Jersey. It.
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der itothe office of state dairy cone
onispioner has been abolished and his
ditties have come under those of the
thief food Inspect .r. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
ean come into use for human con-
gumption ae food or drink is included
ander the law. The inspection will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unlit for hu-
man food.
Disproves
Positive signs
appeared in the
Meted with germs by Dr. George D
Barney. of Brooklyn, several day.
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the oow and hold
sn autopsy. Dr. Barney is now ears
Same that be bait disproved Dr. Hoch's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
muniosble. Dr. Barney said las
sight that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed ,would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
Boch's theory.
WONDERFUL Slum WORK.. '
Heavy Ion teem the Memorise ed
Clerks la the Vatted State.
Railway rsetat serview.
Koch Theory.
of tuberculosis have
cow that was Moen-
Pet • I. RrItlele Indian Jana
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were. in the prisons of British India
In 111101.-1900—an it/armee of 02,064
over the number for 1801. Of this
huge total only 24 55S were females,
Which le a smaller proportion than
te western countries.
Gift of a arid..
A sew form of benefaction to
grew Vinland town to that taken is
the girt of Franca %bon, or
 Nom
Turk, who las givo. .1i LIJIL.'4
illeaffea. • 04.0fte %Aiwa
Millions of people are cornrieinreg
nowadays of tieire taxci.i thou,. iooy,
but an army of ioeu 'in e employ
of Uncle Sam are burdru,t1 with •
mental practice unheuril of, as re-
gards extent, in any other ectintry of
the world. Things that a oillway
postal clerk must remensloi have in-
ereased in such volume that c e would
think 6- very cell of his orao, weould
ne tilled 'h the tame of a r st offices
or reilveue (-woo-crime or u wore
Aer is t. the clerks mind eoes nut
falter under the pressure. Despite
tkese facts cases of insanity among
Ibis class of public servants are roo
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk maim te Led
Tot several years a record of 21.ote1
cards (which take the place of lettei s
.n examinations) with an average per
cent. of correct d stribution of a frac-
tion over 99 per sent. He knew ho" ro
reach that many offices in several
states by the shot test. quickest To' ,e,
and he knew the correct locatiot. if
each office in its state.
A clerk on the New York and 1ei-
eago railway post office muai Imo"
the correct locaton of every.p.st
fice in a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa. Wisconsin, indiatia.
Minnesota, Soio.a Dakota sad Ne-
braska. In these seven stairs there
are 12,317 post ofl ces. Not only is the
clerk required so be "up- on the irea-
eral scheme, which means the core ct
location of the post otters iu
state, but he mord kuow how to reach
the whole e12,000 post offices from one
or more stations
A clerk mann g between Cbicago
and Miuneatielie underwent no fewer
than 78 extol:nix ationa in 15 yes's.
learning 13,306 offices in 15 differeati
sections of the United States. Cm
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distill..
button, whioh means that while rin-
sing over the country at the rate of •
mile a minute he must distribute let-
Mrs to the carriers of the Chicago de-
livery. He must know not only where
every public building and leading mere
eantile house is lecated, but also how
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar streenso that he can 'tie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
:mg to the route of the latter. This
game clerk made 13 examinations In
ten months, with. an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In SO
examinations be came out of nine of
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such a task, taking into
eonsideration the puzzling similarity
of -names that are used to designate
poet offices! Thew, too, must be cony-
ddered the fact seat there are hun-
dreds of oases where in each state is
• post office of the mime name. For
instance, hi the states named above
there are five post offices named Hann-
Mon, nix Grants, four Garfield., four
Geneva*, four Smiths-111es, roar Spar-
tas and five Jeffersons, and so on.
In some instances there is • post of-
fice of the Same name in each of the
seven states. As one may imarna.
this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION,
tra• cu. •in
riga er
---
- --
pieta R411411.1114.4.0 ad- rums blip
of 0 r Cot Tribe- how
Oar I to
From a story in St. Niebolas we
slip this description of the old•titne
Mountain lion:
There was • time when the Ameni-
ties mountain hen was one of the
most formidable animals in the word.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
Ilau me meateutran lama was one er ne
most terribly armed and powerful of
me cat ramily. It was a compact
masa of bard and tough muscle •nd
gristle, with bones of iron, strong
)sws, sharp teetdo wed claws like
steel penknife-blade*. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quieho
cowered witb a mail-wet of loose skin
that was as tough as leather. • It had,
the temper of a demon, end was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the eat
tribe.
Against such an animal it was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
in the school-books of NI years art.
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown .kolatic Per-.-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled • full-
grown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be “pteled
down" by anything; and if he had
been "trilled down," that was erectile
the position in which he fought best
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws dy-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in laity position—wen,
when he was "down" was the tine
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar-
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the borne of the
northern orinter blizyard; but he at
Mined his greatest size and ferocity.
on the frubtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico sad Arisona.
.1 These animals are no longer whatthey were. The tourist or hunter of
eeosay cannot hoer to fine any of the
old-time power or ferocity.
Cilrelnue tee Royal Reading.
As his children attained the age of
ten King Edward had everything con-
serning them which appeared in the
newspapers, pasted into albums, and
thew were banded over to them when
they reached yearn of discretion. The
prince of Wales. however, began at the
beginning, and each al his children
has a volume of newspaper comings
dating from he day id WAIL—Chi.
ease Chronicle _
se
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Are You BillioUs?
Have you that tired, worn-out feel.-
kg? Do yeu have blind or dizzy
spells? Do you have shooting pains
in the head, back, arms and legs? Is
your appetite bad? If you have these
symptoms you need a
Bile Capsule
The price is s cents each. This
week they cost you nothing. Their
value to you cannot be estimated be-
Calltie they may save you a long spell
of illness, or even your life. The
dose is one every 30 days.
Manufactured only at
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phenes No. teto.
Cor. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
FOR RENT—Parlor room tlifil-
inbed at 1209 Jefferson street.
)Personal Mention. erne k goes on ts1 hey homele, Tenn., afte speadirsa say-
' 
t.ral days hoe.
Miss Mary Lander. of HopkinaviRe,
. .
FOR RENT ---s. Two furnished
rooms at 410 South Third etreet.
• Aim one wantinsg an engine both
killectrepl lend *team, address A. B.,
care this offioe. 
.
WANTED—Horne by single white
le*, ei home with small family. Ad-
dress W. C, this office.
- ,
STR.A.YED—One cia:k mare mule,
14 hands high. 'Reward paid for de-
livery to A. M Laevison Sr Co.
se
FOR . RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fotn-th and
'Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
WANT ED--Twe nty non-union car '
enters. Apply to K. D. Steel!. at
'Whittemore', office in Fraternity
4 uilding.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
id-we:ling. seven rooms, 'awe recep-
tion hall. hbt and cold water, good
out building', nice yard with she&
*Tee's. Wil sell on terms to suit por-
chaeer. Price reasonable. Apply at
Pae North Seventh street. New
phone No. 63o.
-
-
-
Tuesday Morning,I Aug. t, 1905.
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LOCAL NEWS
Peteolt Driver John Austin re-
mains prostrated with illness at his
home from grief over his wife's
death.
—Mr. Luntz Stevens of near Love-
Saceville, entertains today with a big
barbecue in honor of his birthday.
hilr. Gus Singleton and many others
go down.
—Word from Ledbetter yesterday
was that John Sharpe remained in a
critical condition from the shoulder
wound inflicted Saturday when Will
Itoyle shot him. Boyle has not yet/been captured.
—A live cigar stump dropped into
a box of waste in the office of Rig-
lentierger's mile on South Third
titezt,. rterl a fire Sunday evening
a o'clock. It was quickby
extingui d by the stationmen.
--Nettie Green, colored, was ope-
rated on yesterday at the city hospit-
aly4 C. Physician Bass few fistula.
Smith. colored, died yes-
terday a ernoon in. her quarters in
Kelly': alley, opening on Clark street
between Seventh and Eighth. Her
funeral will be held this afternoon
at 3 o'clock at the Washington street
1Raptist 'eletrch and he followed with
interment at Oak Grove cemetery.
The U. B. F and S. M. T. are wired
to attend the last obsequies.
—This evening at`the Commercial
't club 'headquarters the autornoble club
will meet for the purpose of consid-
ering their trip to Cairo next Sun-
HORSE SLASHED.
Some Degenerate Cut Animal of Mr.
Maurice Garnmon.
Sunday morning M. Maurice Gam-
mon, the wallpaper man 'of Clark
street. went to hie stable after his
horse, and was horrified to find some
vandal had skipped into the stall the
night before and. cut a 14-inch slash
in ,the animal's hip, from which blood
flowed with freeness sufficient to
forrn a pool underneath the horees's
felt. The veterinary sorgeon had to
take ae stitches to close the gaping
wound.
Masonic Notice.
Plain City Lodge No, 449. F. & A.
ittr.. will meet tonight in stated corn-
metrication at 7 o'clock. Work in
the M M. and E. A. degree. All
members are urged to attend. Vis-
itors weecorne.
GEO. O. INGRAM. Master
F. RCYTH. Secy. •
Mr. William Rutledge, the tielher
man of Aricaneas, will return to that I
place tomorrow after a two weeks'
stay here.
Mr. J. C. O'Bryan andswife return-
ed yesterday morning front Louis-
ville.
Mrs. Joe A. Miller has returned
from visiting in Nashville and Pem-
broke, Ky.
Miss eljary A. Brecketeridge, of
Danville, Ky., is in the city.
Miss Cherrie Morton left yesterday
for Flat Rock, N. C., to join her sis-
ters and spend 'the summer.
Mr. Gus Hank and family returned
Sunday from Cincinnati and San-
dusky, Ohio, where they have been
for the past several weeks.
Professore- J. T. Ross and wife and
grandson have returned from visiting
in Arkansas.
Mrs. W. H. Willis and daughter
have gone to Sturgis for a two weeks'
visit.
Miss Aimee Levy, of St. Louis. has
returned home after visiting Mrs.
Jacob Wallerstein, of North Fourth
street.
Mr. Oce Alexander went to Illinois
yesterday on a drumming trip.
Mr. Fred McKnight returned last
evening from Joppa.
Mr. Herbert Hoover has returned
from a several weeks' trip through
the South.
KS'S Katherine Robertstie has re-
turned from visiting in Morganfield.
Ky.
Mr. Calhoun Rieke left Sunday for
a drumming trip through Tennessee.
Druggist George Halliday has re-
turned from visiting in Bandana.
Hon. John K. Hendrick returned
yesterday from Stnithland.
Mr. James Quinn returned from,
Mayfield yesterday.
Dr. Lilliard Sanders keit last even-
ing for Batik Creek, Mich.. for a so-journ.
Dr. Sydney Smell, has gone to-Pros-
pect, Tenn., to visit his wife and
child who are there. During his ab-
sence his soffice will be in charge of
Dr. Carl Poryear
Supt. C. M. Leib, of the public
schools, and Mr. C. C. Rose left this
morning for a several weeks' rusticate
in the Ozark mountain" of Arkansas.
1::tr. C. M. Robert, and wife, of
Hot Syringe. At.. have gone to
Paris, Tenn., afte: visiting Rev. J.
H. Rciberts.
Miss Mae Harlan is visiting her
tsomister, Mrs. .C. WI Lander, of Prince
Stella Duperrieu is in Nash-
ville, Tenn. visiting Miss Lola Sack-
ett.
Mrs. I.. H. Bond, of Louisville,
here.we nt 
home yesterday after visiting
Miss `lacy AVen, of Russellville,
goes he ne today after visiting her
aunt, Ws. J. B. Allen.
Ndrs. 'if. Kahn and daughters,
Misses 'Aden and Ina, went to Dix-
on Spci ..es yesterday
Mies 'race Williams, of Fulton, is
visiting "tem.
Mrs. slly Charlton returned yes-
terchy ft , visiting in Wingo.
,Mrs, M mak Craig and Mrs. Lizzie
Darrah, of Princeton, went home yes-
terday after vi s ting Mr S. J. Craig.
MT. Win. Feel o returned to Green-
ville yesterdas after spending Sun-,
day with his fateily.
Captain ijiohn Webb left yesterday
for Oweiriborn, Ky.
Mr. John Green. of Los Angeles,
Cale is visiting his brother, Mr. W.
V. Green, the boat store man
M. and Mrs. Henry A. Petter went
to Dixon Springs yesterday.
Mrs. A. P Turner. of Robares,
Ky.. is visiting tier daughter. Mr.
lMrs L. B. Ragan has returned
from attending the funeral of Mr.
John Cosby at Metropolis.
Miss Luia McKinney, of Cadiz,
went to Louisville yesterday after
visiting Mrs. Roy Miclanney.
Misees Ruby and Pearl Michael
and Lena Harris went to Dixon
Springs yesterday.
MIre. W. J. Dunn. of Metropolis, is
vieiting,her son, Mr. F. Dunn. of
South
Mrs. Richard Clements and son
went to Dawson Sunday.
rNfissi Mary Burnett, daughter of
Munroe Burnet, went to Henderson-
ville, N. C., yesterday.
Miss Jennie Young has returned
from sojourning at Dawson.
Nile and Mirs. W. V. Eaton have
come back from Dixon Springs.
Mr. Roy itiallowe went to Louie-
ville and Mamidoth Cave yesterday.
'Woe Mae Davis goes to Lexing-
ton. Ky., tomorrow to visit relatives.
Mr. Lawrence Herman has return-
ed from Chicago.
Or. C. E. Purcell and wife have
returned • from Smithland.
Mr. J. K. Greer and wife went to
'Smithland yesterday.
Mr. Wilber Armitage. wife and
child, of Buckiniehams returned
home yesterday after visiting Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Overstreet.
Misses Sophia and Nellie Kirkland
have gone to Chicago to visit their
uncle, Mr. Joseph Rankin.
Conductor Arthur Sugars. of Nee-
dles, Cal., goes home today after vis-
iting here for several weeks, while
,hie wife remains for some weeks yet.
Mr. 0. E. Laird and wife, of
Springfield, DI., returned 'home yes-
terday after vidting Dr. H. P. Sights
and wife.
Mr. Charles Reed, Miss Emma
Reed and Mrs. G. 'H. Warrokin re-
tinned Sunday from Canada. Mrs.
is visiting Mrs. Reuben Rowland.
Miss Lula Clark returned yester-
day from visiting at Heath, Ky.
Herman Toof went yesterday to
Nashville to visit.
Misses Lizzie and Helen Dunn, of
Smichland, were here Sunday visit-
ing Mrs. Franla Phillips, of South
Fourth.
'Mrs. Henry Duley will today re-
turn from visiting in Lesuieville.
:qrs. Fred McElwee and children
have returned from -Benoit, Miss.
Mr. J. H. McAdain, of Hamilton.
0.. has arrived to take the foreman-
ship of the Ben Billings printing es-
tablishment, succeeding Mir. F. M.
Kennedy, who resigned and went to
Jacksonville, Fla., to associate him-
self with the Drew printing house.
Cdr. William T. Byrd goes to Ten-
nessee and Alabama today on a
drusseming trip for the Old Kentucky
NIlanufacturing compauy.
Mo. J. W. Helsley goes out to
Alamo, Ky., tcnnorrow night to install
the new Wloceirreen of the World
lodge he organized for that place.
There are twenty-six charter mem-
bers going in.
Mr. Lee Leyy, of Owensboro,
comes here tomorrow to prepare for
the lady's tailoring store he opens in
Poage's old place.
Mrs. E. W. Bockman is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Charles Scholz, of
Evansville.
Charles Leake ie in St. Louis
on business.
Railroad Commissioner Mc D. Fer-
guson 'has returned from Ashland,
Ky.
Mr. W. F. Paxton and wife went
to Chicago last night. From there he
goes to his old home in Sullivan,
Ind.. for a visit, while Mrs Paxton
goes for a several weeks' stay at Pe-
toskey. •
Messrs. James Hughes and James
Gray, of the I. C., have resigned their
places and gone to Washington, Ind.,
to five.
fMg. Dan Adams. wife and Miss Lu-
cilble Randall. !Sive returned from
Da is-son.
Wholesalers
MEETING AND GETTING BUSI-
NESS DOWN TO PROFIT-
ABLE BASIS.
Considerable *Slashing Has Been Done
In Selling. Especially as Regards
Sugar.
The whole-ale grocers of this crty
have been holding meetings every
few nights fur the past two weeks at
different effices around over the city,
and it develop: that there are more
closely organizing for the protection
of their business, which in certain
lines has become a little demoralized
a: the result of slashing and cutting
prices on goods.
One wholesaler said yesterday that
the houses selling the territory known
as the Paducah district, which includ-
es all those towns visited by Paducah
denrnmers, had been making sugar
their leader to capture orders from
the retail dealers. The drumrnet of
each house would visit his customer.
and if the former could not give as
low a price kr sugar as some com-
petitor, the latter would get all the
orders. This resulted in cutting and
siaphirter prices, until the wholesalers.
calculate they have been losing .forty
cents per barrel at least on the sweet-
ening article for the past year or se,
and his amounts, to considerable when
it is realized that 300 carloads of su-
gar. containing too barrels each, are
sold out of here annually, each barrel
averaging 240 pounds in weight.
The wholesalers ore now going to
see if they cannot make a little money
for themselves out of sugar, inas-
much as the retailers have been get-
ing the big end of the deal heretofore.
In carrying out their organization.
the wholesalers have decided that
none of them will sell sugar at less
than to cents profit on the hundred
pounds. Where they can get the ad-
vantage of a speculative price of sugar
they can sen at less to the retailer. but
still make their designated profit.
Many other matters pertaining to
their ireereet, are being looked after
by the wholesalers during their meet-
ing!. and they are trying to get their
slashing business cut out.
Mr. Gilson Accepts.
Appreciating the strong call made
on me to 'stand for re-election to the
council from the Third ward, wiN
state that if my past four year? rec-
ord has satisfied the people of the
cominstmity, and they are desire-ors of
continuing no in the board, I will
more than gladly try to discharge
my duties to the best of my ability
and for the most good of all.
EDWARD H. DILSON.
Mr. Gott Called.
Knowing you to be a good, sensi-
ble and progressive business man,
and one qualified to well discharge
the duties of councitirnare the good
business people of the community re-
most Samuel Gott to permit the use
of his name from the First ward, to
fill that public position mentioned,
gnaranteeing his election.
RELIABLE PUBLIC,
The Rees Lee goes down toritay for
Memphis from Cincinnati.
For His Feed
JUDGMENT GIVEN AGAINST
DAVID I. LEWIS YESTER-
DAY FOR BOARD.
Attorney Frank Lucas Gone to More
gantown—Grand Jury at May-
field Still Working
Yesterday in Justice Barber's court
Proprietor Buid Dale of the New
Richmond hotel got judgment for$12.30 against leavid, I. Lewis as
money ciaimed due the plaintiff for
board furnished defendant. The pro-
prietor attached money due Lewis
from the Illinois Central railroad
for services defendant had perform-
ed while laboring for that company.
Lewis is the former implement deal-
er
Gone to Morgantown.
Lawyer Frank Lucas, the auditors'
agent of the state, has left Hopkins-
vi-Pie for MOrgantown on business
connected with the many suits he is
filing now over the state for back
taxes claimed due from property own-
ers to the state. He has been at
HOpkinsville compromising the many
proceedings instituted there.
Still Investigating.
The tspecia/ grand jury at Mayfield
is etill inveetigating the ihurder of
the unianown man whose body was
found lying underneath the strawpile
on the Reynolds farm near Mayfield.
They have now been at this work
for one week, but noehing has been
accomplished towards reternine anindictment. They were empaneled
for that especial and sole purpose, and
the judge instruted them to keep at
work until they sifted the mystery to
the bottom.
Suit for Redding.
Yesterday in Justice Barber's court
there was heard the suit of Bud leale
against the city of Paducah wherein
plaintiff sues for something like $8s
as reimbursement for his loss of bed-
ding, etc. Mrs. Carson Nelson t
sick with smallpox at plaintiff's
tel, and was taken to a little house
rented near the pesthrnise. to be car-
ed for. Mr. Dale let the health auth-
orities tail* from his hostelry much
bedding and other articles for use of
Mrs. Nelson. These were rendered
useless by exposure to disease, and
the city refused to pay Mr. Dale for
it, hence the suit. The justice will
render ids opinion today.
Jewelry Stock. •
Pursuant to orders of the bank-
rupt court Trustee Sowers of the
John J. Bleich bankruptcy case. will
today sell rKe stock of jewelry of Mr
Meech at the store on Broadway near
Third street.
Assignee's Sale.
.Assiottee Gus T. Smith today tells
the Brown dr Shelton cigar stock on
Broadway near Fourth street.
GM Rescued-
PEARL STARKS TAKEN FROM
DORA BLANCHARD'S
HOUSE.
- — -
She Ran Away From Mayfield Whiles
Visiting There Two Weeks Agp,
and Carne Here.
. !she- Pearl Starks, a member of a
prominent Newbern, Tenn., family,
was rescued from a house of ill-fame
here and tent back home yesterday
nxirning by Detective Will Baker.
She was found at the place of Dora
Blanchard who resides at Ninth and
,Washington streets, and placed in
charge of a Mayfield gentleman who
carried her back to Newborn.
The girl is a most beautiful and
cultured WO.nran of eighteen years of
,age, soft, glossy black hair. r y corn-
epiection and lestrious smiling eyes
that would attract the attention of
anybody within the most select cir-
cles. One glance at her tells of the
refined and cultured surroundings in
which she lived on being raised. Sev-
eral drys ago the sleuth found she
had run away from NO:is-field, Ky..
while vi,..iting a well known family of
that city, and coming here took up
her abode in the Blanchard house
which is dose to the celebrated "goo"
in that vicinity. In the meantime her
family at Newbern had been apprised
of her stickle* leavetaking from May-
field arid started to search for her.
Their pursuit arid the detective's dis-.
cowry connected in a few days gal'
father was notified where she wa
He is T. A. Starke, who is a wide
known traveling man, and yeeterda
he get a Mayfield friend to come 11
and meet the detective who turned
the girl over to him and she was tak-
en back home, a sadder, but wiser
creature.
Mr. Leake Accepts.
To The Register: „.
In response to the call through
columns for me to become a
date for councilman from the Four&
ward in the democratic primary, I
wish to say that I am willing tin s'ub-
mit name to the party and if nom-
inated and elected, 1 will use my best
efforts to promote the welfare 47f the
city, Respedtifulty,
CHAS. M. LEAKE.
tdc a Week for The Register,
-rer.
The Beauty Of This Bee
IS THAT EACH GLASS IS TWICE AS GOOD AND TWICE
AS SATISFYING AS A GLASS OF ORDINARY BEER,
AND YET
Belvedere
the Master Brew
44i
ee.
IS SOLD EVERYWHERE AT THE USUAL PRICE. WHY,
NOT DRINK THE BEST BEER BREWED WHEN IT
DOESN'T COST A PENNY M ORE? WHY NOT HAVE A
COOL, REFRESHING DRINK OF BELVEDERE RIGHT
NOW?
paducah Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
1/4
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVI L'S
v ARISIOCRAI FLOUR
The Standard Flour of
The World.
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE. AND REAL EitTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY leCiNDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY
OLD PHONE NO. ion.
Continues
Utifolemg
operation& these distingusehed ho ts-di
cukurists hare secured from the de-
partmotut of agriculture some hien-
drede of dollars worth of tine see*
especially grasses, alfalfa and timothy.
High Point farm It a place of nor
4.000 acre,, about thirty miles down,THE. WASHINGTON OFFICIAL the potomie.GRA T STORY PROVES A At tbe burets of plant industry theCONTIMJCIUS ONE. 
, explanation is made that seed had
tom sent to High Point for expen-Congressmen Under Lamp Light and mental 
 it a partica,Isthmus Canal Appropriation tarty available place fer sucli investi-and Secret Service Too.
(Washington Special.) wereIinfgerrio.. hed. hot a kit of Oiretb-When President Roosevelt submits bery wee sent down to the farm 0th-his amtual me-sage asking mote mon-
ey for the construction of the canal.
trouble is expected in emigre's. Mem
bees say that a statement will be re-
quested showing the expenditure of
the Sio,cietkano aishoriami by the orig-
inal canal legislation, which sum was
appropriated in goose and pieced at
the dispn•al of the executive. This
&counting, dis said, will not be de-
mended in a s they must be examined by physician.spirit of distrust of t'•,-
VT ONCE; also that all fees motpresident, but to emphasize the nen 'be paid tO Me before 7 o'clook tomor-stan) to he taken ageing, lump 'urnapprorrii 
and contingent funds. row (Wedneeday) night. AH candi-dates most repast at Eike' hall Wed-
nesday night. Applicants may be ex-
amined by either De. P. Stewart,
Dr. J. D. Robertson or Dr. Robert
Sory. Do it now. L. P.. HEAD.
Not re. •es esse. 3-1.1 grasses
erwiee, it is explained, the shrubs
would have been wasted. There is
always art overplus af;er the cengree-
sionat thistributios.
•
The enroment of a provision mak.-
ing it an offense, punishable by dis-
missal from the service with fine and
imprieeinment, for officials to create
deficite, which followed an admission
by a entreat', chief last winter that he
had created a deficiency because, in
his operrion, congress had not given
him enough money to run his bureau.
has not proved entirely effective. The
depaiemente, according to the °com-
plaints of representatives, are using
their contingent hinds for purposes
neret`drearned of by the appropriation
committee which framed the bill pan-
vid them.
atte'vo' ture of irritation is the rap-
idly expanding civil service, which
now is doing heroic work in conjanc-
tion with the department of justice
in the cotton scandal inveseigation.
It is alleged that the contingent funds
*lithe department are being drawn
for pay for istrestigatitnrs by
bureau, which originally was cre-
to stop courreerfeiting and pre-
Ivioiatione of, the revenue laws,. ich n the last few years has
grown large enough to take in all
sorts of things. from guarding the
president to investigating Oregon
land frauds Paid cotton leaks.
IT this connection it is recalled that
during task session the secret service
was susperted of maintaining an es-
ionage beer congressmen, and a
Mete lose effective warning was given
that if any secret service man put his
foot io the Capitol to look into legiela
tive 'natters the bureau vvotrld feel as
if Cite dome had fallen on it.
'the newest story of graft in the de-
eiartment involves Representatives
Hull, of Iowa, and Wadsworle of
N.A.*/ Vork, owners of the High Pointe
.4arm in Virginia. It!, alleged
Abe course of their afrieelltural
••••r•r4.4"' •-:1111111k
NOTICE, EAGLES.
AU persons who have applied fel
rvrembership is the Fraternal Order
of Sastre are hereby notified that
Kr. ffurvernel Consents to Run.
Paducah, Ky.. July an igos.
Editor Register, City :
Darr Sir:--In response Os the call
in your paper and at the solicitation
of friends, I permit my name to eq,
before the voters at the democratic
primary and electime and if nominat-
ed and elected as councilman from the-
Fifth ward, shall gladly reveler all aid'
in my power to advance the interest,
of Padurale Reepectfittly yours,
W. P.
Mr. McCarthy Accepts.
Thanking interested citizen! fee
their solicitous work in "Good Cielieen
ship" I accept the call made for me to
enter nominatiori for couneilmaie front
the Fifth wised. If nominated, and
elected I osiore you I will. as I have
ever donee work for what I believe to
be the hest intereetisof tine city.
Very respectfully,
J. P. M'CARTNY. '
Just's Barbershop.
During the time of rebuilding of
my old shop at 117 North Fourth
streets I will have all my old crew at
eee Broadway, next door to The Reg-
titer office. All perms set requesaad,
to call at the latter place tor work. I
,
FRANK JUST.
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are due and payable at the
office of the company, 1130 South 1
Fourth street Current will, be dis-
continued if bills are not paid on or
before August to.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
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